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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MDAC SPACE SHUTTLE
ASCENT CONFIGURATIONS WITH PARALLEL BURN PRESSURE-FED




Various space shuttle ascent configurations were tested in the
MDAC Aerophysics 4 x 4 Ft. Trisonic Wind Tunnel. The models were 0.6
percent scale. The ascent configurations consisted of a NASA/MSC
040A orbiter in combination with various HO centerline tank and boos-
ter geometries. The purposes of the tests were to determine the aero-
dynamics of the ascent configurations, the aerodynamic interference
between components and its effect on orbiter aerodynamics, and to
determine orbiter aileron effectiveness.
The model was sting mounted with either a single internal balance
(in the orbiter HO tank) or dual internal balances (one in the orbiter
and one in the orbiter HO tank). With the dual balance setup, three
types of runs were made; one with tank alone on the tank balance, one
with tank and two attached boosters on the tank balance, and one with
the tank and one booster attached on the tank balance and the other
booster isolated on a separate sting but in proximity to the tank and
orbiter. In addition to the 6-component force and moment balance data,
base pressure data were taken for the boosters, the tank and the orbiter.
Angle of attack data included a sweeps at 0° and 6° p (the latter in-
volving a knuckle change) and p sweeps at 0° and 6° a. Through the use
of a remote roll device it was usually possible to get both an a sweep
and a p sweep in a single run.
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INTRODUCTION (Continued)






Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tanks Tl and T2
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T3
Ascent configurations with centerline
HO tank T4
Ascent configuration plume studies
and configuration buildup




















speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pl - p~)/q
Mach number; via
pressure; N/m2, psf
dynamc pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf






angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab
b BREF
base area; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis










































CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitc~ing momentqslREF
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
. qSb
stability-Axis System
fore body drag coefficient; CD - CDt,
side-force coefficient' side force
, qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pitchin~ moment
qS1REF·






























aileron, total aileron deflection angle,
degrees, (left aileron-right aileron)/2.
elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing-edge to the left;
degrees
6r f RUDFLR rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,left split rudder trailing edge left and
right split rudder trailing edge right,




The wind tunnel models were 0.6 percent scale models and included one
orbiter configuration, four tank configurations, and seven booster configu-
rations. The orbiter centerline HO propellant tanks included variations in
diameter (302 and 325 in.), nose cone angle (100 and 150 ), and axial position
(120 inch travel). Of the boosters, three were solid rocket motors with the
remainder being pressure fed boosters. The pressure fed boosters included
variations in diameter (206 and 248 inch), nose cone angle (150 and 200 ) and
base flare (50 and 150 ). The solid rocket motors included variations in
diameter (156 and 120 in.) and base flare (00 and 150 ) for the 156 in. motor.
In additio~ simulated rocket plumes were tested at M = 1.5 and 2.2 for
both pressure fed and solid rocket motor boosters. These plumes were made up
of three solid aluminum bodies each of which represented an envelope of in-
dividual engine plumes for the orbiter and each booster. These envelopes
were generated by taking the outermost plume boundary of the outermost engine
for each component and rotating this boundary about the null thrust vector
of the component (orbiter or booster). The individual engine plumes were
generated at MSC with the plume boundary defined by a method of characteris-
tics solution with the flow field originating at the exit plane, and the
effects of the external flow on the boundary calculated by Newtonian impact
theory.
The contours of the various plumes tested are defined in Table 4 and
Figure ~43 tlU-ough 46. The matrix oi-plume -tes-i1r;g w;;sas· follows:· .. _ ..
CONFIGURATION BOOSTER PlilME ORBITER PlilME ~EST
--
01T1Bl LOX/PROP M = 2.5 4 ENG. J2S M = 2.5 2.2
°lT1Bl LOX/PROP M = 1. 5 3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5 1.5
°lT1Bl LOX/PROP M = 1. 5 3 ENG. HiPc M = 1.5 2.2
°lT3B6 156" SRMM=1.5 3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5 1.5
~T3B6 156" SBM M = 2.2 3 ENG. HiPc M = 2.2 2.2
01T4B'JAl-4 120" SBM M = 1.5 3 ENG. RiPc M = 1.5 1.5
OJ..T4B'JAl-4 120" SBM M = 2.2 3 ENG. RiPc M = 2.2 2.2
7














































Canopy Off (Replaces CO)
Description
Tank complete
Tank complete at an alternate position with






Thrust vectoring fuel tank for B7
Description
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 1. 5
3 Plumes (Orbiter + 2 Boosters) at M = 2.2
8
TEST FACILITY
The MDAL 4' Trisonic Wind Tunnel facility is a blowdown type operation
capable of Mach nymbers of 0.2 to 5.0 and Reynolds numbers from approximately
1 x 106 to 2 x 100 per inch. The subsonic and transonic Mach numbers are
run in a porous wall test section which is removed for supersonic testing.
The supersonic test section utilizes a two dimensional flexible plate nozzle
to obtain Mach numbers 1.5 to 5.0. The models are mounted on a sting that
is supported from a vertical translating strut with a vertical plane rotating
pod having a pitch range of -150 to +250 when no offset adapters are present.
MODELS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The test models with all of their interchangeable component parts were
0.60 percent of full scale.
The orbiter model had a blended body contoured into a low delta wing.
Effects of orbiter position and booster relative to the tank was investigated
at two longitudinal locations on the tank (nominal and aft). The orbiter and
boosters can be bolted to the tank (Tl) in both nominal and aft positions as
well as independently mounted from the tank. For the bolted orbiter case, the
orbiter balance was inoperative and there were no force or moment data for the
orbiter.
Effects of the orbiter control surfaces and control surface deflections
were investigated for elevons, ailerons, and rudder with the surfaces de-
flected and undeflected.
Transition strips of No. 120 carborundum grit were used to insure boundary
layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow. These strips were 3/32 inches
wide and were located 3/4 inches aft of the orbiter nose, 1/2 inch aft of .
the booster nose, 1/2 inch aft of the tank nose, and at 5 percent local chord
(both surfaces) on the wings, vertical tails and fins.
To achieve the required test angles of attack and sideslip two straight
balance adapters were used in combination with the MDAL 6 degree sting adap-
ter. A straight sting section positioned the model properly in the test
section.
Pressure data for the orbiter, tank or the booster were obtained from
base and balance cavity pressure pickups that were cantilevered off the
sting. Leads for these pickups were routed externally over the model support
system and into the tunnel strut. The boosters in the presence of the tank
each had a base pressure pickup.
9
DATA REDUCTION
The data are corrected for such factors as model tares, sting bending
and balance deflections, interactions, and bi1inearities.
Composite Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using its
reference dimensions and about the tank MRP, using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
2. The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using orbiter
reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for lateral).
3. A summation of the orbiter (tank MRP) and tank (tank MRP) data
with all data corrected for angular attitudes to the tank body
axes.
Orbiter Alone Configurations
1. The orbiter data were reduced about the orbiter MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions (c for longitudinal and b for
lateral ).
Tank Alone Configurations
1. The tank data were reduced about the tank MRP using the
orbiter reference dimensions.
Booster Alone Configurations
1. The booster data were reduced about the booster MRP using
the orbiter reference dimensions.
Ascent configuration composite tank MRP data, orbiter alone data, tank
alone data and booster alone data are presented in this report, with the
remaining data on file and available upon request.




































See Figures 13 & 15
Total Base (AB)/Tank Tl - 422 Ft2 2.125 In2
T2 - 422 Ft2 2.125 In2
T3 - 518 Ft2 2.613 In2
T4















See Figures 13 & 16 through 19
DATA REDUCTION (CONTINUED)
Areas:
Total Base (AB)/Booster Bl 901.0 Ft2 4.539 In2
BlS1 - 2125 Ft2 11.0093 In2
B1S2 - 4785 Ft2 24.7887 In2
B2 137.8 Ft2 0.694 In2
B2S 428 Ft2 2.158 In2
B3 902 Ft2 4.545 In2
B4 568 Ft2 2.865 In2
B5 557 Ft2 2.883 In2
B6 95.4 Ft2 0.481 In2





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per ~_(i~~tl____ (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.4 0.50 x lOb 3.3 53
0.6 0.8~ x 106 7.6 47
0.7 0.74 x 106 7.8 68
0.9 0.79 x lcP 10.0 1)0
0.95 0.67 x 106 8.8 53
LOS 0.69 x 106 9· 5 50
1.1 0.69 x 105 9.8 52
1.5 0.63 x lcP 10.0 55 .
2.2 0.63 x lcP 9·9 68
2.25 0.94 x leP 14.0 52
2.5 0.66 x leP 10.~ 91
















TEST CONDITI ONS (CONTnmED)
BALANCES UTILIZED
Several balances were required during the test. Listed below are the




3/4" D. 1" D.
Runs 1-10 =Ifq DAL #13 NAR
Runs 11-113 - #13 NAR
Runs 114-184 #5 DAL
Runs 185-197 #13 NAR
Runs 198-270 #58 DAL #13 NAR
Runs 271-420 #58 DAL =/fllDAL
Runs 421-424 #11 DAL
Runs 425-459 #11 DAL
Runs 460-474 #11 DAL
Runs 475-569 #58 DAL #11 DAL
Runs 570-646 #11 DAL
Balance MK. 3lA MK. 2A MK. 10 MK. 7 MK. 3,C
3/4" D. tr DAL 3/4" D. #5 DAL 3/4" D.#58 DAL 1" D. #13 NAR 1" D. #11 DAL
Gage Capacity
NF (each) 100 lb. 100 lb. 100 lb. 500 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
SF (each) 100 lb. 50 lb. 100 lb. 300 lb. 250 lb.
2 gages
AF 80 lb. 25 lb. 50 lb. 500 lb. 150 lb.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.. ... .- ..~ .......
. .
, . TABLE' 3. MODEL COMPONENT DEECRIPrIONS
'\
flDDEl COMPON£NT: ....Bo...0...;...,_-_1_1....,'--'-8..2. '_\ _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 040A Orbiter Body







Max. Depth , inch
Fineness Ratto
Areas, inch














6530. ft2 233.8 In.
298. ft 2
. 21. 546 in.
t .






' '" ", ~ .
..
MaDa' CONPONENT:




























Root (Wing Star 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent) (y = 441)
MAC
Fus. Star of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 NAC
























































Fus. Sta. of .25 :·:';C
W.P. of .25 r·lf\C






























DRAWING NUr~BER: JLP SDD 9 -24-71
\:,
.... --
DIMENSIONS: (FOR BOTH ELEVONS)
Area
Span (equivalent). INCH
Inb'd equivalent chord. IXCR
Outb'd equivalent chord • I~CB
Ratio ffiovable surface chordl
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. C?ord
A~ Outb"d equiv. chord


















































MACA 0012 -64 '

















Sweep' Back Angles, degrees
leading Edge .






Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC


















































Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C
W.P. of .25 MAC










. ,. TABLE 3. (COlfrINUED)
.. _.--- .-
RUDDER-=-.R:.;.l •• • _
. -_..-..._.. ..:.-
.•-." ':,: .• 0····
...




lnb'd equivalent chord J I~~H













. .... ..', ,',
Ratio movable surface chord!
tota1- surface chord
At fnb'd equiv. chord
A~ Outbid equiv. chord
























MOD~L COl·:rO:iEr:T: V£ RTI C!\L Ti~IL - V2---_----:~-----------






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
NAC !
Fus. Sta. of .25 HAC
W.P. of .25 HAC
B.L. of .25 NAC


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
H.P. of .25 :·I,\C












































181 ft2 2.939 in
----
_--._ .._-
346 in 2.073 in
115 in .691 in
36 in .217 ; n
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord
















569 ft3 .212 in3
--._~ - -- .
moa COP.PONENT: BOOY - ACt'S ENG~ POl) 1'1
GEtIEAAL OESCRIPTIOl~: Blunt pod mounted on!, bOoth wing' tips." ""







































TABLE 3. {CONTINUED) .
.-
. ....
MlDEL COMPONENT: BODY - OMS~ POD I M1
'\
\
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Pods mounted on both sides of aft end of fuselage.
DRAWING NUMBER: JLP SOO 9-24-71
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length, inch 251. 1.509
-
Max. Width, inch 42.8 .257
. Max. Depth, inch 59.0 .354
Fineness Ratio --
Areas, in.2







.. TABLE 3. (CONTINUED )
MODEL COf;\PONENT: BODY - HO Ta_n_k_-_T~2 .__. ...:- _
GENEPAl DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
Ocone = 10°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.
Diameter at base 11 274 in. full-scale.









2022 jn. J2. 133 in.
_301 in.
-1..806 in.









TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
MODEL CO~IPONENT: BODY - HO Tank - T1----
GENERI,L DESCRIPTION:
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank with aft boat tail.
'------------
Ocone = 15°. Nose radius = 22 in. full-scale.










1867 in. 11.205 in.
301 in. 1.806 in.








494. ft2 2.562 in. 2
2.125 in. 2
TABLE 3. ( CONTINUED )
r-?JDEL CONPONENT: BODY ..;....-_H--'-O_._T_an_k_-_T.....:3~ _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
,
Blunt cone-cylinder centerline tank \&tith aft boat tail.
e cone: 10°. Nose radiu$ = 22 in. full-scale.






















Base 2.613 in. 2
TABLE 3. (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: .:;...BO:;.;;D...;..Y_---:..;.HO.;;..-~T.;.;.;AN=K;....- T~41-- -- ----
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Blunt Cone-Cylinder Centerline Tank with Aft Boat Tail
aCone = 20°. Nose Radius = 22 In. Full-Scale. Maximum Diameter = 334 In.
Full Scale.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 1700 Iri. 10.200 In.
Max. Width 334 In. 2.004 In.
Dia.
Max. Depth 334 In. 2.004 In.
Fineness Ratio 5.09 5.09
Area
Max. Cross-Sectional 608 Ft.2 3.154 In. 2
Planform
Wetted
Base .2].7 Ft. 2 2.785 In. 2
48
MODEL COMPONENT: TANK VENTRAL FIN, F1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single Fin Mounted on Tank, T4.









At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord




















TABLE 3. ( CONTnIDED)
.
I~DEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booster, 61
GENERAl. OEseRIPl ION: Parallel burn version of recoverable oressure-fed booster
(RPFB). Blunt cOJ!e-cylinder \>Jith afterbody flare. e cone - 20°. eflare = 15°.
Nose radius ~ 22 in. full-scale.
DRAW I NG NU1/IBER:
DIt4ENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 1799 in. 10.792 i.!L...__
Dia. Body 206 in. 1.236 in.
Max. Dia. Flare 402 in. 2.412 in.
Fineness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area
Cross-Sectional (Body) 231 ft2 1.200 in. 2
Planform
Wetted




CODY - Booster, B'S
1 1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Pressure-Fed Booster
,
DRAWING NU;·lBER:
DIHENSIONS: FULL-SCALE HODEL SCALE;
Length "1799 In. 10.792 In~
Dia. Body : 206 In. 1.236 In.
Max. Dia. Flare 624 In. 3.744 In.
Fineness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area




(Flare) 2 11.0093 In. 2Base 2125 Ft
51
TABLE 3., ( CONTIIiJUED )










FULL-SCALE r·1ODEL SCAl E
'1799 In. 10.792 In.
206 In. 1.236 In.
















































: TABLE 3. --(CONTINUED)
~1ODEL COI1PONENT: BODY Booster - B2S
-GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
SRM Booster , ~booster with 15° afterbody f1~re. Nose radius = 16.67
in. full-scale.







FULL- SCft,L E MODEL SCALE
------ --
-ll1!Ul!....- ]o. 633.~_i.rL...







Base (Flare) 2.158 in. 2
140DEL COMPOrlENT: BODY - e.~oster_"_'_B..J-3 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn version of recoverabie oressure-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder with afterbody flare. f cone = 15°.









1800 in. lD.800 .f n.
206 in. 1.236 in.









TABLE 3. (CONTI:NUED )
MlDEL COMPONENT: BODY - Booster' - B~ --------,,-~-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Parallel burn vet'sion of recoverable prE;ssure-fed
booster (RPFB). Blunt cone-cylinder with afterbody flare. Scone =20°.




GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single fin mounted on each B4 booster flare.
Roll-out angle is 45 0 down. Fin has no movable surface.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:
Area (exposed 01 anform, 1 fi n)





At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord




















HODEL CQi·1POtIENT: eODY - Boost~J~5- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOH: Pressure-Fed Booster---.;;.~;..:;..;..---:._----------
"
DRA\H NG NU;'IBER:
DIt·1ENSIONS: FULL-SCALE ~1ODEL SCALE
length 1799 In. 10.792 In.
~ia. Body, 206 In. 1.236 In .
.. '
Max,. Dia. Flare 319.3 In. 1.916 In •
. .
. I
Fineness Ratio 8.73 8.73
Area
Hax. Cr8ss-Sectional (Body) 231 Ft2 1.200 In. 2
Planform
Wetted




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -_Boost~.B~6:..- _




FULL SCALE .MODEL SCALE
4
9.673 in.






Oh ~ (Sody )
Max Depth
Fineness Ratio 10 35 JQ.3S
Area
. Max Cross-Sectional 137.8 ft? . 0.694 i.n2
Plonform
Wetted
Bose (Nozzle) 0.481 io2
59
TABLE 3. ('CONTOOED)




























TABLE 3. (bONCWDED )


























Pl ume Defi ni tf on
M = 1.5
0, (3 Eng. -HiPe)
re = 92.5 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re x/re rire
0 1.00 0 1.00 0 1.0
0.5 1.17 0.5 1.23 0.5 1.0
1.0 1.22 1.0 1.48 1.0 1.0
1.5 1.23 1.5 1.70 1.5 1.0






x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.33 0.5 1.10
1.0 1.62 1.0 1.20
1.5 1.88 1.5 1.26
2.0 2.13 2.0 1.33
2.5 2.33 2.G 1.41
3.0 2.51 3.0 1.47
4.0 2.84 4.0 1.57
5.0 3.12 5.0 1.62
6.0 3.35 6.0 1.65
7.0 3.55 7.0 1.66










B1 OJ.. (4 Eng. -J2S)
r e = 187 in. r e = 89 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.5 1.34 0.5 1.21
1.0 1.53 1.0 1.34
1.5 1.77 1.5 1.46
2.0 1.91 2.0 1.56
2.5 2.03 2.5 1.61
3.0 2.13 3.0 1.67
4.0 2.30 4.0 1.71
5.0 2.30 5.0 1.75
6.0 2.23
.l.L
M = 1.5 M = 2.2
re = 60 in. re = 60 in.
x/re r/re x/re r/re
0 1.00 0 1.00
0.026 1.01 0.04 1.02
0.100 1.05 0.17 1.09
0.240 1.10 0.23 1.12
0.320 1.14 0.30 1.16
0.430 1.18 0.38 1.20
0.680 1.27 0.48 1.24
1.000 1.34 0.58 1.29
1.400 1.50 0.70 1.34
1.870 1.61 0.83 1.40
2.430 1.72 1.13 1.52
3.410 1.87 1.30 1.60
4.150 1.94 1.69 1.73
4.970 1.98 2.13 1.87
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141
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TABLE 6. (CONCWDED )
PLOTI'ED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) - CN, CA, CAF, CIM, CL & CDF YB. ALPHA
CN & CL YB. CIM, CL & CLSQR YB. CDF
(B) - CY, CYN & CBL YB. ALPHA
(C) - CY, CYN, cm. & CAF YB. :smA
(D) - CY, CYN, cm. YB. BRrA
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V/'N6 AND £LE YON "'"'- WI
NOTES;
I. ALI.. .DIM:=,v!:J~I'J~ ,I).~E IN IIIC#£S.
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L. ·--1108386
882. (S.29),------:~








I. DIA4e'/V,s,cAls ,q.ee IN //1C"Hc~
Z. C,. IS !?v'DDe',E> LOCA~
CH::J~D •
.3: HDDEL V"cLVFS $NOW"";~/'A."F.·.·r.T·~J
Note,: AJd,f /H\tJ) t-u.dder
-!Iare D"3't t>t 117.5 0 lIJe)
tc~~cJ 47 I;t::. '~J.q,'.1..Jo ....
l,d(Y,l-JIl.. tt.:f"ul cl,ft
























































































































































v:! - r.'\Il\iEIl AHr:A GEm'Snr.nJE VEHTICAL TAIL ArID RUDDER
-'-----
F.S. 7.590
2S = 2.514 in
v
b = 2.215 in












llotc: All diJ:lcn:~I.l\Il:J nrc n:ollc.:l ncalc in inches.
Figure 25. Vertical Fin alld ..EuddeJ", V2
. .. ".':... . .
",
ACPS ENGINE POD PI
NOTES:
'.ALL [;!M~}J!'~.VS A.~= IIV
IHCH':r".
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PREPARED BY, . _
CtlC:CKEO S) . _
DATE,
T1TLE: _
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
1210882a- 2- 4



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION .
(CD74C71 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSIT-E(T-C~I (011T4B7At-4






































































-Ia -. -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • • la II!





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS ~F 8ETA~N L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F (~l JT487Al-4
•••
-10 -. -. - 4 - It a 4 • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCDT4CTI 0 MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B7Al-4



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8-.-to































D~T~ SEt SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C?) 0 MD~C S-222 COHPOSITEcT-Cl;) COllT4B7At-4
































12to \8a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10





























DATA 'SET SY,MBOL CONFIIOURATtON OESCRIPTION
(C074C71, 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOStTEIT-CIOI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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- 8 - I - 4 - 2 o 2 4 I 8 .0 12





MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) IOllT4B7Al-4































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 • 10 la
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C7l () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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MOAC S-222 C~POSITEIT-C~1 I01IT4B?A1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-so































DATA SET ~YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC07.C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T.B7A1-4





















MACH 1. 08 PAGE 9
12108842o
- 2- 4- 8- I-10
. . . •
.
All. A .A A A
A A ..
.... I"''-J A .. A A
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MDAC S-222 CONPOS ITE (T-C~l (OllT4B7AI-4
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I.
i
. . . . . .
AAA A A A







- "'- ... A A A









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-10
































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCO?4C?) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B?Al-4
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- 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 II!





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B7AI-4





























,.. ,.... ,.... ~~~A -,...~ ~:It" ..... ~~
- - ....-.;;t1R
-----







































- I -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e • so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C~1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOtIT4B7At-4





































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-.DS





MDAc 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7'A1-4




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10





































DATA ~£T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CDT4CTI () MOAC $-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B7Al-4












































-12 -10 - IS - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 IS 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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AA ~-- - .. -~ I~ .. A. A.
..
~~~ A. .... .... ....
~ ....
... ~















































-12 -10 - II - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 II 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET, SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C71 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4















































































-II! -10 - II - I - 4 - 2 a 2 I II 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGI I01lT4B7A1-4









































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-sa - I
- I - 4 - 2 o 2 4 I I so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CDT4CT) 0 MDAC· S-222 CONPOStTE(T-CG) (01) T4B7A1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 U!
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4





















MACt-t .90 PAGE 20
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OllT487Al-4














































-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DEsCRIPTION
(CD74C71 () MDAC 5-222 CONP05ITEIT-CGl IOtlT4B7At-4
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- e -. - 4 - II a II 4
ALPHA. DEGREES





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B?Al-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (DIJT487AI-4




























































MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (Ol)T4B7Al-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-..
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7A1-4





















MACH 4.47 PAGE 24
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (Ol)T487Al-4





























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-t.4 ••
.7 •• .S .4 .3
",
.t .t .0 -.t -.2 -.3
-.4 -.S -.. -.7
aATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION aESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?), 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE n-CG) '(01) T4B7AI-4
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folOAC S-222 COl'lPOSITE<T-CG) (01)T4B'I'41-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
••• S••






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?~C?l () MDAC S-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGl IOllT487Al-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-S ••
-S.4
•• .'P •• .S .4 .3 .2 .S .0 -.S -.2 -.3 -.4 -.S -.. -.'P
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
<CO?C?, () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (OI)T4B7AI-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-t.4
.a .e .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.S -.e -.?
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD1'4C?1 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4
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-1 • 4 L.&......~c...l....................J....o~........w......................L-<..............o.....I:.:-'-~ ........Ja~..I...J .JtL&................J•.o':-'-................Lt.....................L..a..&...J...............L..&........&...JL-l.....................L-<..............L...J........I...JL.-L.J
.s .7 •• .S .4 ... -. -... -.11 -.4 -., -.1 -.7





IOfD~C S-222 COIOfPOStTElT-CGI IOIIT4B7~1-4



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- ,
-'0


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7'4C7') D MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGl (01)T4B7At-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.4'





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI cotlT4B7At-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-so

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?4C?1 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OlIT4B?Al-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- .-10





























MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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t.to8•4o- 4








































OAT; SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C7) 0 MDA~ 5-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGo) (011 T4B7A 1-4






























































-12 -ID -. -. - 4 - 2 D 2 4 • e ID 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4C?1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B?Al-4
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?C'P1 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOStTEcT-CGI COIIT4B7AI-4
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..... -~
"'IJf! ~




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.11





Io1DAC S-222 CONPOS ITE (T-C~) (01) T4B7AI-4
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12to8•42o- 2.- 4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD74C? I () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI I01IT4B?A1-4










































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.t5





MDAC S-222 COHPQSITEIT-C~1 IQtIT4B7At-4





















MACH 1. 51 PAGE 40
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OlJT4B7Al-4







~ "A t'JIo 8~A
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. r~z -so - . -. - 4 - II o II 4 8 • so Sll
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lCD?4C?) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOtlT4B7At-4





















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEvTR AtLRON
0.000 0.000 0.000
e. DOD o. DOD O. DOD
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (OI)T4B?AI-4
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (OI)T4B?AI-4
DATA SET SYMBOL
ICD7'4C7') 0
I CD7'4C9 ) I Zl
MACH 4.47 PAGE 42










































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
o.t 0.2 o.a 0.4 a.s 0 •• a•• 0.9 t.a t.t 1.1t t.a t.4
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7'4C7') 0 M04C S-222 COHPOSITE!T-CG) (01IT4B7A1-4











































































MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7Al-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 o.s 0.4 0.5 0.8 D.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI~R4TION OESCRIPTION
ICO?4C?) () M04C $-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI <01IT4B7At-4





















. MACH 1. 08 PAGE' 45
•••
. • •
















































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED, CLSQR
-.S\.o o.S 0.1! o.a 0.4 o.s 0 •• o.? 0.8 0.9 S.o S.S S.I! s.a S.4
DATA SET SYMBOL
c'::D1'4C1'1 [)
I CD1'4C9 I n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B1'AI-4
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.. . . . . rr-,-- ---,--r.-r- --,---r- ,--,- --r -,--, -,
-tJJ~
~"


































. LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0 •• 0." o.e 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5
DATA SE'- SYMBOl CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
CCDT4CT); 0 - MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CG) (01) T4B741-4




























































-.S\.a a.s 0.2 D.S a•• a.s
i LIFT
D•• D.? 0.8 0.9 S.D S.I S.2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4C71 () HDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B?AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C7) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE <T-C~l (01 I T4B7A1-4
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-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45




I C074C9 I z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
"OAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.'0 -.OS .00 .OS .'0 .IS .20 .2S .50 .5S .so .SS ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C71 () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI I01IT4B?A1-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10 -.a, .aa .a, .la .1' .20 .2' .30 .'0 ." ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4C?) () MaAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B?AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-1.4
-.IS -.10 -.OS .00 .OS .10 .IS .20 .25 .so .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICDT.CT) () MDAC S-222 CONPOsrTEIT-CGI (01)T4B7A1-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.SO




I C07'4C9 I I Zl
CONPI~UR4TION OESCRIPTION
M04C S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (01IT4B?41-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4 ••
•• .S .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.S -..
-."
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
CCD?4C?1 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOStTECT-CGI <OIIT4B?AI-4














SREF 3155.3040 SQ.FT •
LREF 809.5004 IN.
BREF 882.0004 IN.
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•• .S .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.S -.IS
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
lCD?4C?) 0 MD~C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) I01lT4B7A1-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4 ••
•• .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.S -..
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?) () "DAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT~CGI IOI1T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIlT4B7Al-4I.. . " , . .. -r..--,-- -r..-f-'- -.... f-'- f ""
·


























-S.4 •• .., •• ., .4 .5 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.5 -.4 -.' -..
·
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C?1 () MDAr. S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (0IH4B7AI-4
•••
.... •• .S .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.S -.. -....
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFI~URATlON DESCR IPTlON
(CD74C7) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) IOlIT4B7Al-4






















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4
.a .'P •• .s .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4
-.s -.a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I C074C7 1 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI cOlIT4B7AI-4
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. . . . . . . .
,
,..... ,...-,... ,.....~ -~
--
,..,... ~ ~,.. ,..





A A A A A A A A A11. A AAA A Ii. A
'" " A A "






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e ,- e - 4 - 2 a 2 • e 10 la
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RD74C7 I' () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOtlT4B7AI-4
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EPFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OlJT4B7Al-4
, ,
•













-~~ ~~ .~ I;: ...... ~~ 0- 0
,
A A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A .. 1\ A A M.
A A A A 1'1.
.....-
""
A~ .........- ~ "I:!I
.. A A I
I






































MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B.,AI-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OllT4B7Al-4




....... ~ ...... ~ ....... ,. ~~ .......
_...... ~ h~ ~ ~~ ...... ~-
..... ..... ... - ... ... - ... -
... ...
"
IA A A A A A A A A A A A..tJ... AA




































-. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C?) () MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OlJT4B7Al-4










--- - - -l:r-- - J ..... t.,J t.,J ........ ~~ ~l;;7 f""~ ~ ..... ~ "~ .....
A A A A A A lI\ A A A.~
A A A A A A A A A
A A A A

































-to - ., -. - 4 - 2 o 4 •
., to n:
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAT~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD:F4C?1 0 MOAC S-ZZZ COMPOStTECT-CG) (01)T4B?Al-4
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, . . ,
I
-,... ,... ~ ,...,...- ,... I,", '"' ,.. ~~~ ,... '"' ,... 1-._,...,", ""'"
- ... - .... --- -- ...
- ........
.... ~ .... ..... .....
A A A A A A A A A 1\ A A A IA A J\ A
on
A A A -
A A A A A A A
A A A
-





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • a 10 '2
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ROT~CT) 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPOS lTE IT-CG) (01) T4B7A 1-4
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... ... A A A A A A A 'IVA
A A ... A A A
~
A A A A A A




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - a - a - 4 - 2 o 4 a a so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRDl'4Cl') 0 MDAC s-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) I01)T4B7AI-4
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. . . . . .
,




~ AA A M.
-
.
~ = ...... ...... - ,...
- -
~ '-J
-'':J '-J ...... ~ ~









EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIH487Al-4
.1.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MDAC S-222 COHPOSrTECT-C~1 COlIT4B7Al-4
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. . .
.
AAA A A .A
A A
~ A A ..
A A A "
.. " A Ill. _A A A AM
--
.
~,..~ ,...,-~ I,..., ~ ~,...,,..., ,...,
-
'-J '-J
- ~ ..... 1-"''''
-











































-so - 8 -. - 4 - z a It 4 • 8 so sz
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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.. . . . -r-r-r- -r--y--y-
AA-A~"
~~JI. A A A
A " A A A A A A IA A A A A A
- AAA A A L:J.A
-








.... ~- I~~ .... - .... ~~








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ao
-12 -10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a e 4 8 8 10 12
D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C7') 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOStTElT-CG) IOI)T4B?AI-4


























.. ·A A ~ .. A A
.. 1\ .. ... A .. J A A A









-'" .... _-'" 1-
--- --- ---
l.J l.J 0;;;
--- .... --- ---0- ..... ~l.J-"-J




















































I4DAC S-222 COI4PosnEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7Al-4
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1.108•42a- 2- 4













- ..... -- -..... - ....
---














































aATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION OESCRIPTION
(RD74C71 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (OllT4B7AI-4


























A A A A A A
A A A
A A A
A A A A .. A ~
A A A
.
A A A A A A. IAA
- --
..4 .......... ~OJ'-oJ_ .......... '-oJ ... ..... '-oJ ..... '-oJ '-oJ ..... '-oJ .......... u '-oJ OJ Ii...J I~""''''' '-oJ OJ ..... .......... -
I
••a









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-sa - 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8
so . 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CR074C7) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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.,
I
",-b ..... ,...~,... :- ~ r't....C. -~ f- Q,... ~~ ~~ ,. Q ,... lJ' .... 'J








IA A A A
A A.A.
- A A A AAA ,.0:::0-
=&
.10







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4C?) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
I RD?4C9) Zi MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CG) (01) T4B7AI-4

















- e- 4- a- a-so
MACH .58 PAGE 73
. , . . . , . r-r-r-
.
. -~ ::\ ...... " "'-" ',... ,... ,.. ,. ............ n " n ...... ,..., ,.. ,...,






Il...AA A A A A A A
A A A A A A /';. A A A A A A A A A A A A








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.to
-to
- e -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • 8 to ' t2
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7'4C7' I [) "DAC S-222 COI'IPOS ITE IT-CG) (0'1) T461'AI-4
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'2'08•4a- 2- 4







CI.~ ~O h.~~~ I,..... ~- ,. ,.... ,.... ,.... I,.... """ ,.. ~
.,.....- h~~~
-
,. ~- ..... -- - ~ I..... o.;;rc I~, ..... ..... """ .......... -
i:
~.
M .. IA .. " 1 .. .. A A " .. IA It. A~ JI."JI. A A .. IA""J\ A A I".
It. A " A A A ~... - -
-
,- ... -










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74C71 0 MDAC S-222. COMPOSITECT-CGI C01lT4B7AI-4
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12108•-4 -2 0 I: 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-10











"'l ":::I .. ~
~-~ fJ ............ _........ ....
MA A ... ...
A & A ~A A A A .....
... ... A A ... ... IA A ... AA . . .. ... .. ..
~
.ta











































MDAC S-222 CQMPOSITE(T-CGl IOlIT4B?Al-4
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...... _- -_ ......
-- -
...... _......
"' """,.....- ...... ,.....-- ,..... ............
_...... ,... h. ........... ,... "-
~ .....
AA A A A A A A IA A A A~ A A A A A A ~ A A A A A A A A A A A A
-
A A A A I\A
-
i







































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • to tI!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RDT_CTI () MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (01'T4B7AI-4
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. ,--
1-..- ..... - -,.. -






A A A J', A .. A A .. A
I.... A A IA A A ,. A .... .. .... II>. A A .. IAA
AA Il\ A A A I.. A .. A -
..,.;0- r-
:
,a108•4a- 2- 4-.- 8-so











































MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-C~I (OIIT4B7AI-4
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t.10••42o- 2- 4
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01T4B7Al-4 CCD7572) 12 SEP 72 PAGE 79







A A A A A A...,
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- IS -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • IS 10 12

































-. ~ A. ~
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 I 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- I - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12

























MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGJ 01T4B7A1-4 CCD7572J 12 SEP 72 PAGE 82







































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4.8 .., .a .s .4 .2 .1 .11 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.s -.a
-."


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-t.4



































-- ~ ..... - ..... r'-" --
t2to••..•a- 2- ..ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-to



























































MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T~CG) 01T4B7AI-4 (CD7S72) 12 SEP 72 PAGE 85
LCNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS CF CCNFIGURATICN CIT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0












































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 a.4 a.s a•• a•., a•• a.9 1.0 l.a

























MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01T4B7A1-4 CCD7572) 12 SEP 72 PAGE 86

































FORE80DY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-S ••4. SS -.so -.Os .00 .os .10 .IS .20 .25 .50 .55 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0

























MDAC' 5-222 COMP05ITECT-CGl 01T487AI-4 CCD7572l 12 5EP 72 PAGE 87


































-S.4.8 .1 .s .4 .11 .2 .1 .a -.s -.2 -.11 -.4 -.s -.1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM

























MDAC $-222 COMPOSITECT-CGJ 01T4B7AI-4 CCD7572J 12 SEP 72 PAGE 88


































































ZMRP 200. 0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080'
MDACS-222 CQMPQSITECT-CG) Q1T4B7Al-4 CRD7573) 17 MAR 72 PAGE 89
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFIGURATION OlT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = a










U r:::t'l 3"t:::J Jt:JfljJ.

















-so -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • so II!


























MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) 01T4B7Al-4 CRD7573) 17 MAR 72 PAGE 90
,. . . . . . . ..
•t'-a~
,~ "~



















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES


























MDAC S-222 C~MP~SITE(T-CG) ~IT4B7AI-4 (RD7573) 17 MAR 72 PAGE 91























































-12 -10 - a - 1 - 4 - It o 4 1 a 10 12





















BREF 18Z. 0004 IN.
lCHRP "1'.0004 IN.
. YHRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE O.Ooeo
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGJ 01T4B7Al-~ CRD7573J 17 MAR 72 PAGE 92
. . . . .
,.' , .
,
.......... .-.. -,...,... ,...r:.
---







































AILERON EFFECTIVENES~ OF CONFIGURATION COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
-.4
-10 -. -. - 4 - z a • • 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGYRATION DESCRIPTION
(ROUC." Cl MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B"U-4
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S2so••eo
COllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
- 2- 4-.- 8-so
, r . .
\
;













.. ! ! • ..






























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80l." CC" ",TION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C?) "0 MDAe .•. ~2 COHPOStTE(T-CG) (01)T48?A1-4
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. . . .. ,.--r-r-
-~ I,.... __ Ir A.A... .... ....- I'i. A A
-




































AILERON EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION (OllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. - 8 - 4 - 2 o 4 8 • 10 12
DATA- SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRD?4C?1 0 MDAe 5-222 COI'CPOSITECT-C~l (01'T4B7AI-4
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. .--. . --r-r--
,
.
...A & A & A A & -" -A _&
A A- A A ~ ....LI. .-..
--
I,...,. A A .A_






- 4 - 2 a 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~l (OtIT4B7At-4


























& .A ...A --.AAA h-.~.A -.A "..,In. ..... .,.,...ra.'" Io-A -& A & A &.A A ~
~ ......
"""


































AILERDN EFFECTIVENESS DF CDNFIGURATIDN (DIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - It o It 4 • 8 10 la
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD?4C?) () "DAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) COlIT4B7AI-4
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. . • .






























AILERON EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
-.4
-to - . -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM60L
(RD'P4C'P) 0
( RD'P4D I ) Z'i
I
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T467AI-4
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COIlT4B1Al-4 AT BETA = 0t . . . . ,
[






~ ~ ~ fl o..J ~~ =:....-~ ......... ~
_....
-~- ~ o..J- ~
io
:












































- 8 -. - 4 .- 2 a 2 4 • 8 sa S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lR074C7): 0 MDAC '-222 COI'IPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
• • • r-r- --r-r-"'-
.
". ~A A ~ A A A A A A
• A A AJ'i.,,~ --= A A I. A A
---
~ , -,....1"'"\ r. ~ • A Lt.- .
















































-Ie -10 - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 I.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl.
I RO'P4C'P I " 0
(RO'P401 I' n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7At-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
108•e
COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
D
- 2- ..-.- 8-10




A A A A A .. ..
- A
-,....,.... ,....- "- '""'~ A· 1\ A A IA
...
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74C71 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B7Al-4
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COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
.
,
A..J:!!.. A A A .A A
..... II._,A ~





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - II - 41 - 4 -. o • 4 41 II 10 I.
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET $TMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74C71 '() MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-C~I C01IT4B7AI-4
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, , .
.







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
1210••42o
COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
- It- 4- .-.-10










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C?1 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOllT4B?Al-4



























COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
. , , ~









































-so -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 so n:
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74C7) 0 MOAC '-222 COMPOSITE(T-CC;) (OI)T4B.,AI-4

















XMRP "7.0004 I~ •
. YMRP 0.0000 I~.
ZMRP 200.0004 I~.
SCALE O.ooeO SCALE
MACH 4.47 PAGE 104
, . . ,
.





!"I ,.., '"' -,..... -~ - ,.....,. '"' r ~,..... '"',... - ~
- -
t:I ,..... '"'- r..: IoC:T ~- ~:::T
~ ~- -- -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IZlaI•4aa
(OlJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
- a- 4- ..-.-sa
• Ia







































DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lRD74C7) 0 MDAC s-aa2 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T487AI-4











































COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
- 2- 4-.- e-so









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFrGUR4TrON DESCRrPTrON
(RD?4C?) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSrTEIT-CG) IOS)T4B741-4
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. . . . .
AAA A .. A AA A A A ..
A .. A A..
,
I A J\ A J\ J\ .".-
--
A A .. '" .. 0:>
L~ ~








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
Ieto••4ea
COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
- e- 4-.- .-to








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C?) () MDAC 5-222 C~POSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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(~1)T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
. . •
..~ . T .. r-r- r-

















































-12 -ID - a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DIITA SET SYMBOl.
IRD74C71 0
I RD74D 1 I z:s
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 (01IT4B7AI-4
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COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
. . . T-
;AAA A A A A A A " A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A ,A All. A A A ,It\.
"""""""""
1-"",,--




~ "-J ~ ......
_.
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-tD - a - a - 4 - It o 4 • a tD t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?C?I () NDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (OIIT.B7AI-4
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(OlJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0

















































- 8 -. -. - 2 o 2 • 8 to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
CRD74C7) () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) (01)T4B7~1-4
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(~1)T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6

















- e -. - 4 - z a 2 4 8 e 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 5Y.MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RO?4C9 I, () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4

































































- 8 - . - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" SET SYMBOl..
I RO?4C9 j Cl
I RO?40111 II
CONFIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION
MO"C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) 1011T4B.,"1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.S
-sa -so - e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • e so sa
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFrGURATrON DEsCRrPTrON
(RD74C9 I '0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS HE IT-CGI (01 I T.B7Al-.
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A. A A A. ....... '- _-. ~~-
































AtLER~N EFFECTIVENESS ~F C~NFIGURATI~N (~1)T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
-10
- IS -.
- 4 - 2 a 2 4 • IS 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRO?4C91 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI COllT4B7AI-4
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IA.A_ A .A A.'" J. .A J!J.
A _ "A
I.A
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AA .J. ~ .. A .............. IOJ-- --




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-so -. - 8 - 4 -. a 2 4 8 • so S2
D~T~ SET ~YMBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C9) '0 MD~C S-222 C()Io4POSITE(T-C~) (OI)T4B?~1-4
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A. ......
A A. ........ ~ .... -...... """ """ ;::lI~'"""""
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- II - II - 4 - 2 o 2 4 II II 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OIlTIl SET SYMBOL
I~D'P4C91 0I~D'P4D3 1 ZI
CONFIGURIITION DESC~IPTION
MDIIC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4
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-.50
-1
(OlJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
; . . . r-r-r-
.





A..l!!t. .. "'-A .. A- 'A
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I
a -10 - 8 - 8 - 4 - a 0 • 4 8 8 10
, 12
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION.
1RD74C9 I 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~l 101'T4B7A1-4
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AILER~N EFFECTIVENESS'~F C~NFIGURATI~N (~1)T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
. . -, • . .
,
AA.A A A ..~-
-a A I\. ~ A A II\. .. I\...~ A .. I\. A II\. I\. .. "h ___ .. .. .. ..
-............ ~ 1oJ--- ~ .......... 0 ..........
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
"DAC a-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (OIIT4B7AI-4
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(OllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA =6
. . . . . . .
AAA ...
'&S~ ...A. A
~ ~ ... A
-~- IQ...II.AJI A A A







AILERON EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION
•••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ta
- e - e - 4 - 2 a 4 • • ta te
REFERENCE INFORMATIONOATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
fRO?4C91 () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4
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6(DIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA
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"OAC S-222 CONPOSITE IT-CG) (01) T487AI-4
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(OlJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6






















AILERON EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION
.It
.10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74C91 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSfTElT-CGI I01lT4B7A1-4
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.A. ............
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'CO" 'CO"_ -~- r--
lato•4.2a
COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
- 2- 4-.- e-10
.'0
















































IlDAC S-222 CONPOStTE(T-CGI (OIIT4B?AI-4
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"AA A A A A A .. A
-'i.-AA
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - e a 4 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD'P.C91 0 MDAC S-222 COIo4POSlTElT-CGI (otIT4B7At-4
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SI!so884o
COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
- 2- 4- 8-.-so
. . r .
.
AAA A A A A A A A A A
. .. A A A A A A •





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA S£T ~YM8OL CONFlGURATION OESCRlPTION
IRD74C9) , C) MOAC 5-222 COIoIPOSlTEIT-CG) 101)T4B7AI-4
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COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA =6
.
t
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - IS -. - 4 - It o 2 4 • • '0 12
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C9) [) MDAC 5-222 COHP¢S ITE IT-CCO) lOt) T4B7AI-4



















ZMRP ZOO. 0004 HI.
SCALE 0.0080 SC~LE
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COllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
• • r-r-T-
.. A A .. A
-
A I\. .. A A A A ..
...A.. A .. .... A
IAAAI\. AnI.
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-so -. -. - .. - 2 o 2 .. • 1 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I R074C9 I () kDAC S-222 CO"POSITEIT-CGI IOSIT4BTAS-4
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s.so••..2a
CDIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA =6
- 2- ..-.-.-so
_.
. . . . . . . . . .
.
I
All. A 1\ A A
\ 1\ 1\ 1\ A 1\ A A 'A A 1\ 1\ .11. A 1\. A A A
~- ,..,.... -
-- --,... -
1\ A A A A A A All.
L.:II:I ~ ~ ~ ~~~ --,.. --,... k """'1"'>.
- -- --,..
---
... ~~-I~""''''' .......... ~ ~ ..... ..... ~~ .. .........
--- =~ I'"-"' ..... ~ I ......
•• 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








































DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RD7'4C9 I 0 "'DAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI lOti T4B1'AI-4
















BREF 882.0004 IN •
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. . . . • ~~ .
.
A .. A IA .. A A A A A A A .. A A A A A A A
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MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- a - a - 4 - It o 2 4 • a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CTD7~C81 0 MDAC S-222 COI'4POSITECT-CGI COtlT4B7A1-4




















SCALE 0.0080 . SCALE
MACH .58 PAGE 129
EFFECTS OF BETA ON AILERON CONTROL OF CONFIGURATION (OlJT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA .. 0
1210II•4Ita- It- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- II-10











































O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~R~TION DESCRIPTION
ITD74C8) () MD~C a-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) IOlIT4B7~1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA· SET SYHBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TD?4C8 I () HDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 IOlIT4B7AI-4





















- It- 4-.- II-10
-.4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-,4
-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFt~RATrON DEsCRrPTrON
'T074CS) 0 "OAC a-222 COfolPOStTECT-CCH C011T4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
, -.', -sa -so - 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 to 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TD74ce I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI 101 fT4B7Al-4
























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4





MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI I011T4B7Al-4
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tieso••2a- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-to
. . . . .
&~5
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD74C81· () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4
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-1D -. - 1 - 4 - It o 2 4 1 • 10 12
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SV"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TDl'4CS) ·0 "DAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-CG) (Ol)T4B7Al-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON AILERON CONTROL OF CONFIGURATION COIlT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
•••
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
-. -. - 4 - It o 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lTD?C81 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01)T487AI-4



















ZMRP ZOO. 000. IN.
SCALE O.OOeO SCALE
MACH 1. 08 PAGE 137
























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 8 10 12
aATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CTD?4C81 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B?AI-4
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12so••42a- 2- 4




























































, DATA SET! SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CTD74C8 I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (Oil T4B7Al-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON AILERON CONTROL OF CONFIGURATION COIlT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
•••
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • e so s•
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I TD74CS I 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE<T-C~I (OllT4B7AI-4























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
e
- a-to



















































, DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
,I TD74C8 I • 0 "OAC 5-222 CCMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4





































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.12
-Ie -10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • • 10 12
I
DATA S~T SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TD?4C8 1 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4



















ZMRP 200,0004 I II,
SCAL!!: 0,0080 SC:ALE














"I~ -10 - 8 -. - 4 - It ci It 4 • 8 10 II!







































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TO?4C8) () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T4B?AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- a - a - .. - 2 o 2 .. a a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lTD?~C81 0 MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T497A1-4
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toe42a- 2- 4




















































DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
.CTD?4C81 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (011T4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 to 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD74C81 0 MDAC 5-222 CONPOSlTE(T-CGI (01IT4B7A1-4
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1210••42a- It- 4
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DATA SET SYMBOL. CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
I T074CS 1 () MOAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT~CGI 1011T4B7AI-4
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- a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • a to II:
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
I TD74ClI I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSrTElT-CGI IOllT4B7Al-4
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It10••4a- 4SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10
, . . . . --r-~ -r-T-- ,--
_.
,





- ---- :- --- ~1-- -- Io,;Tli;; .
-
EFFECTS OF BETA ON AILERON CONTROL OF CONFIGURATION COIH4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
.'0
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~URATtON DESCRIPTION
(T074CS) 0 "DAC S-222 COl'CPQStTE(T-CC,) (Ol)T4B7Al-4
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1210a•4a- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10
. . • r'·-
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TO?4CIII 0 MDAC s-222 COIofPOSlTE(T-CGI (01lT4B7AI-4
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............ ......... iltJ......... ............... .............. .........
.
EFFECTS OF BETA ON AILERON CONTROL OF CONFIGURATION COIJT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
•.,0
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
-,05
-lit -10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( TO'P4C8 I 1 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE CT-CGI lot lT4B'PAt-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
• 00
-10





MD"'C s-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) I01IT4B?"'1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - . -. - 4 - It a 4 • • 10 lit
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C91 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OI)T4B7AI-4





























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-t.4
-t2 -10 - .,
- 8 - .. - 2 o 2 .. 8 e to 12
D"U SET ltYMBOI.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C91 • () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4
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12toaI42o- I:- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-so







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7.C9Ii () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOtIT4B7At-.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1'~le, -10 - e
- " - 4 - 2





MDAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-CC;) IOllT4B7AI-4





























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - e - a - 4 - 2 o 4 a e so sa
DATA SET SYMBOL CoNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C91 \ () MDAC S-222 COMPCSITE(T-CGI (OlIT4B?Al-4




























































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12





MD"lC s-222 COHPOSITElT-CGI (OIIT4B?"l1-4
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, . . '-r-T r-
,
AA A A A IA A A A A A A1"7'0 ;:::: A A A A A A
---
" ~ r;; ;:; A A A A A A A A A A
- "'" - - 1""-""' ..... ~-"'" A I\IA""''''''- ..
-"'"
-- ...... :J::I
EFFECTS ~F AIlER~N ~N L~NGITUOINAL CHAR. ~F C~NFIG. (~lJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
•.,0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C91 () MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI (OIIT4B7AI-4
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12108842o- 2- 4-.- 8-10
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MD4C S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B,.41-4
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A .. A A....
- .... - ~r-..... - .... ............ '" ;::::~-- ~- ........
EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF CONFIG. (OlJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
.70
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET ~YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
<CD74C91 (] MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE<T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-1. -10 - e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e 10 12
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C9) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T4B?AI-4
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S210e•4o4
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.00
-sa































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I CD?CC9 I 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOS ITE IT-C~l (01) TCB7At-4
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t2to8•42a- 2- 4-.- 8-to
. . • • • • -r-r,-- r--r-y-y-
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"D"C S-222 COI'1POSITE(T-C~1 IOIIT4B7AI-4
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AA A A A A A A A A A A A
.Ii A A " 'A .A """ A A A~ L:J:T
-
t.J .... -~~ I~- ~ ..... ~ .. t.J .......... ~ .......... ............... .....





EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF CONFIG. COllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
.'.0
-10 - . -. - .. - 2 o • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C91 () ~DAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT4B?AI-4


























AAA. A A A
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lo< A A A
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-10 -. -. - 4 -2 o 2 4 • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C9) () MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITECT-CG) (01)T487AI-4
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. . . . . . . .--r-r-
M.J\ A A A
A A A A A
---
A A A A A A III. A A A
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ANGLE OF ATT~CK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-to
- a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • I to te
OATA SET SYMBOl CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C91 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE<T-CGI <OI1T4B7AI-4
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tetoIS•42a- 2- 4
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OATA SET. SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPrION
(CO?4C91 () MOAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~I (otIT487AI-4
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1210•84oIt- 4




tAA.~ A-AA .A ..& ..&...
-."oJ_ ..... A ... .A A A
,--- A A A A A
---
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A. A A A A A1-- _..
-
A ..& A. A
.tUl.._ "oJ
.... - ..... CIl:lI
-
EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF CONFIG. COl)T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
.'0
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C9) 0 ."DAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01lT4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 4 8 so S2
O~T~ Sr.T SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(CD7eC9 I' 0 MD~C S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CGI (Oil TeB7~1-4 I
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.'
-to
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 to te
DATA SET SY~BOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C91 () ~OAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI C011T4B7A1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.1





MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B?A1-4









































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 to
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CC074C91 () MDACS-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI cotlT4B7Al-4
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DAT~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C91 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI IOlIT4B?Al-4
ICD?4031 Zl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7AI-4
MACH 1.51 PAGE 174
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-'!se
-so - e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 .. e so 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(C07.C9) 0 M04C S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01IT4B7AI-4
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-10 - .. -. - 4 - It o It 4 • .. 10 tI:
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
CCD7'4C91 0
-c CD7'4D3 I Zl
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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. . .. .
"
P"
EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OFCONFIG. COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
1.1
-1.4. 8 .7' .8 .s .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.s -.e -.7'
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
/
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C91 () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEcT-CGI cOlIT4B?Al-4



















































~1.4•• .., •• .S .4 .1I .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.1I -.4 -.S -.. -."
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7CC91 () "DAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (OIITCB7Al-C
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-t.4.1
"1' •• .5 .4 .S .2 .S .0 -.S -.2 -.S -,4 -,5 -..
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlqN
CCD1'CC91 0 MDAC 8-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI C011T4B1'AI-4
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. , , , ,





























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
"'I ..... ..,
.S .S .1I .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.1I -... -.S - -.8
-."
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?C91 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4
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-..-.S-.4-.11-.2-.1.0.1.2.11
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S••.7




































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE~CRIPTION
CCD'P4C9) 0 MDAC S-222 CO"POSITEcT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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•• .S .4 .S .2 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.S -.'
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C9) () MOAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4


















YMRP O. 0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080 SCALE
MACH 4.47 PAGE 182
,.10•84zo- z- 4









































D~T~ SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
CCDl'..C91 0 MD~C 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOtlT4Bl'AI-4





























































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
-1·~12
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - It a It 8 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7eC91 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01ITeB7AI-4
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S2SOII•4Ito- It- 4









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCDT_C91 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-C~) COIlT4B7AI-4


































































-Il! -10 -. -.
- 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10
,a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O.T. SET 5Y"BOL CONFI~R.TION DESCRIPTION
CCO?4C91 () "D.C 5-222 CO"POSITE(T-CGI (Oi,T4B?AI-4






























































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C91 () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8. 10 12





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (011T4B7AI-4
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1210•842o- 2- 4
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 8-.-10








... .. A A .. ... -~









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C9) 0 MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (OllT4B7AI-4
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".A~ IA.;7~ A '" A.A
'" '"~-




........~ ~l:: -. .... 10;2"


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to - II - 8 - 4 - 2 a 4 8 8 to te
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lC074C91 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4
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I.10e•Ito- It- 4
ANGLE OF ATTAC~. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-to













..... ....,- ...... --
.



































DAT~ SET SYMBOL ~ON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
~CD7.C91 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-C~1 IOtIT4B7At-4
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- A A A .. lk dJJ
-...c ,.
.. A .. A A ..
A .. Ii. A • A ..






































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.to





MD"C S-222 COHPOSITECT-C~J cOllT4B?AI-4
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& '" AA , .
.... .. A A A A A .... A




EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
.eo
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.u
-12 -10 - 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7"C9) 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T497AI-4
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& I... ......... h..~A & A
A A. &. ...








































-so - IS - . - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • IS so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IOATA SET SYMBOl.
I CO?4C9 I . Cl
ICO?4031 l'5.
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOSIT4B7AS-4
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LIFT C~EFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.s 0 •• D.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?C9 J 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGJ (01) T4B7AI-4
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. ,








































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) IOI)T4B?AI-4
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" .









































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.1'0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 D•• 0.8 0.9 1,0 1.1 1.2 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?4C9)' 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEcT-C~) IOIIT4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.1\.0 o.s 0.2 O.S D•• 0.5 D•• 0.7 0.8 0.9 s.D 1.1 1.2 1.S s ••
D4T4 SET $YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74C91 : 0 MD4C S-222 CONPOStTECT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-'·'0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOl CONFI~URATION OESCRIPTrON
IC074C9) (] MOAC S-222 COMPOSlTEIT-C~) (01lT4B7AI-4
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LIFT C~EFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4






















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.to
-.0' .00 .0' .to .1' .20 .25 .30 .45 .50 ." .110
DATA SET,SY"8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4C9,.' 0 "DAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG,. (01)T4B7AI-4
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COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6•.































-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .50 .55 .45 .50 .55 ••0
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL
ICO?4C91 ' 0
I CO?403 I l'i
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
~OAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 (OIIT4B?AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-S.4
-.SS -.SO -.OS .00 .OS .SO .n .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C9) () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01IT4B7AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T467AI-4
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.FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-1.4-.~5 -.10 -.05 .00 .OS .10 .IS • Ita • ItS .so .SS .40 .45 .SO .5S ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~R4TION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C9) 0 MOAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-CG) (OI)T4B741-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.la -.a, .aa .a, ,la .1' .2a .2' .3a .40 .4' .50 .55 ••a
DATA SET SYHBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C9) [) HDAC S-222 COMPOSITE <T-C~) (01) T4B7A1-4


















































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-t.4.~
.J' ., .s .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.s
-.8 -.?
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C91 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSIT£CT-CGI C01IT4B?Al-4
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EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF CONFIG. (OllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6


























-1.4 •• .., •• .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 -.. -."
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
<CO.,4C91' () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE<T-CGI (01)T4B.,AI-4
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-0.'
~ 'r-rT "-·rT'-T' l ,.", l T,T, ~' "! 1 ,.~
,l- I ,.I f !
~~
~~

























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4
••
.., •• .S .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.S -.a -."
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD7'4C9 1 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS I TE CT-CGI 101 I T4B7A 1-4
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-
I 0'I I ;
I .
--c---"-- f-------+- - --- .. -- .
-,
l-t!-~
EFFECTS OF AILERON ON LONGITUDINAL CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6
t •• r"", iii' If' i' I' , ''1'"',~,.,..... ....rl'-r......,-'.........l·.,·,-rT·' l"1 r,., I r'l" I r' ,-, '" ,.,

























.'P .s .S .2 .t .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.S -.e -.'J'





MD"C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS DF AILERDN DN LDNGITUDINAL CHAR. DF CDNFIG. CDIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 6



























PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM
-1 ..... .., •• .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.S -.a -."
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CO"4C9) 0 MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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. . r r I I
~ ~

























-1.4. 1 •• .s .3 .2 .S .0 -.S -.2 -.3 -.4 -.s -.1





MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) COl)T4B?Al-4





















































. . . . .
i
AA .. ~ A A A AA..1:l.. A .. A A A A A A .. l1. ..A A A A-A A.AA .. A A ~...
....
""'"
~ ~ --.:::: ~





... OJ l::Tt::1" oJ ~ ~~""'JO;J- ~-
:
-.s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-.s
-12 -10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4C?1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 IOIIT4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF ALPHA ON RUDDER CONTROL OF CONFIGURATION (OlJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA =r a
, ,









~ ...... I "-I I;: - ......... "-I 0- ...... 0
.
-































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74C? I 0 MD~C S-222 COMPOSITE IT-CGI 1011 T4B7Al-4
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r • . . . .
..,-,--- .---,---, - ·r--
A A A A A A IA A A A A A A A A A A A IA A /\LI. A /\ A li..A/\ A .. /\ 1Ai\.~
-=-
~
~ r- - h __ C'.
n.,..,. ""'-...CI r,..,. ,.... ..... ,. ...............
,..,.=.,..,. ~ ,h
-
.....~ ................ [..... - ..... ..... - .....
,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - ., -. - 4 - 2 o 4 •
., so
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI.GUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(RD7.C71: () MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 101IT.B7AI-4
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. . , . .














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MDAC S-222 C~POSITE(T-C~J (01)T4B7AI-4
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. . . . ...-
/\ A A A A A/\/\/\ A /\ A /\ A A AJl.A /\ /\ " /\ /\ /\ /\ A A /\ A A A Jo./'tI.





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-10 - a -. - 4 - It o It 4 • a 10 12
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD7.C7) 0 MDAC S-222 COMP<:lSnE(T-C~) (01lT.B7AI-4
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-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74C71 () "OAC 5-222 CO"POSITEIT-C~1 IOIIT4B7AI-4
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. . . . .-~-- -'--T-'-- --T--- r-r-- -'-r --,- T
.
,... ,... ,...~ ~ ,....
-
..... ~ t.;T1 ;:1 ~ ~,.... ::...~~~ -~~ ........ ~ ~OJ~ ~~~ ilU
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - e -. - 4 - 2 o It 4 • e 10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(R07'4C7') 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOS ITE cT-C~) (011 T4B7'AI-4
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12101I•42a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 1I-10
. • • . • .
.
~,...~ ,...~,... I,", C. ,...,...,",




I;;T ~- .... ~ -c::7













































D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(R074C7) 0 MO~C S-222 COfoIPOSITE(T-C~) (Ot)T4B7~t-4
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1210•I4o- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10
. . . .
"
~ ,.., ,.., ,..,,...,... I,..,,... ,...
- -Io;;l- .... 0- ... - .... r..~,... ,... r.. ',...,.., r.._ 1---.
.... -- ... -- .... -~- ,.... .... 1--














































DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74C7 I 0 ~DAC S-222 COMPOS ITE n-CGI <011 T4B7'A 1-4


























~-,.. ,,~~- ~ ~,.























































- 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CON~t~URATlON O£SCRlPTlON
(R074C7) () MDAC S-222 COMPOStT£(T-C~) (OI)T4B7AI-4
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. r·--,• --,- _. ,-,_.... ,.-
:
~,..,..,.. h. ,..~ I~ - ~,.
...... - -




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - . -. - .. - 2 a 2 .. • • 10 la
DATA SET SY~8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4C?1 0 ~DAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T487AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CG) (011 T4B?A 1-4
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t2toe•42o- 2- 4





A.A.A ~ A A .. AA...A. A .. A A1I. A A A A A A A .. A..A .. AAA









,.....,. ,..... ~~ ""',... ~
- -
~ ~ ,... 10;: ...., - -.;r T
~ ....,- .. .- .....
• ta







































DATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD?4C?I 0 MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGl COllT4B?Al-4
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. T r-,-r-
~
~A A .. A .. A .. A A A A .. " .. A .. 'li A A .. A A A " A .. A .. A A IA .... A ~
-.::::r """"
~ -
- ,....~ :-. -'"' ~ - 1- - -- -
-. ,.... ,.... ,.... '"' -.
-.
k_ ~ -. -.




































-10 - ., -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 •
., 10 12





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4


















YMRP 0.0000 I .
ZMRP 200.0004 I .
SCALE O.OOeO SCALE




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
. ,






t:L ..... ,..,l:'\ h,..,,.., I..... ~,..,~ ,.... ..... ,.... ..... ,,- I" ..... r ~
~,.... ~,....,....,.... I~ ,....
,.
p------- .... - ~ ....
....









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD?C?1 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE<T-CGI (01)T4B?A1-4
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. -T • • ~ ~ ~
.,.--,-












,",r'\ J" 1.;;.1 .... ..... I;::l~







































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-10 - a -. - 4 - It o It 4 • a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?CC?1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIITCB?AI-4
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. . . . . . --r-'- r-r-"'---·
·
;
A A A A A A A A A A A IA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A HI.
,... ,... ,...
-,...,...- ,... ,...,... ,...,... ,... ,... ,... ,... ,... ,...,... ,...,... ,...-













































-to - I - I - 4 - 2 a 2 I • .0 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74C?I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI cotlT4B7AI-4
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. . • •• • -. • --r--r
.












































-12 -10 - 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4C?) () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOIIT4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
-10 - 8
- "
- 4 - 2 o 2 4
"
8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TO?4C8 I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE n-CGI 10l) T4B?A 1-4
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RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION COIlT487Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0














































MDAC 8-222 COMPOSnElT-C~) IOI)T'!B7AI-4





















MACH .90 PAGE 232
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION COIJT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0















































- " -. - 4 - It
o It 4 • "
10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TO".C8) 0 MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) IOt)T4B7At-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • 8 so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TD?4C8 I () MDAC 9-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 Ie
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?4C8) 0 MDAC 5-222 COI'lPOSITE<T-C~) (Oll T4B7A1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-..
-.4





MD"C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 IOlIT4B7Al-4




























/ j ~~ ~
V ..-'r::l / ~(J ~
V rJ¥IJJ.
II!10••42a- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10
•10









































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD7'4CS) [.) MDAC S-222 CONPOS ITE IT-C~) (01) T487'Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.30





MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4







































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.ltS
-10 -. -. - 4 - It o It 4 • • 10 lit
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI,URATION DESCRIPTION
ITO?4~81 () HOAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-C'1 IOIIT4B7AI-4





































































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 to t2





MD4C S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI C011T4B7A1-4

































RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS DF CDNFIGURATIDN CDIJT487Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
•••
-10
- II - II - 4, - 2
°
II II 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET .SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lT074CS) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOStTEIT-CG) IOllT4B7A1-4
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- " - 2
a 2 8 8 to t2





MDo\C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10






































D~T~ SET SYMBOL ·CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(TD74C8) () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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- 2- 4-.- 8-10
.Ia











































MDAC s-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OlIT4B7'Al-4
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12toa•42o- 2- 4

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lTD1'4CIIl. 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4









































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.to
-.t2
-t2 -to - 1 -. - 4 - 2 o 4 1 1 to t2
DATA SE~ SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lTD74cej 0 ~DAC S-222 COfolPOSITElT-CG) (01)T487AI-4
















BREF 882.0004 tN •
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I .
, , ,









SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10







































DATA SET SYH80L CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(TD74C81 () HD4C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T48741-4






































































- 8 - II - 4 - 2 o 4 II 8 10 12





MDAC S-222 CONP<:lS I TE IT-CG) lOll T4B7A 1-4
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RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS DF CDNFIGURATIDN (DIlT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0











































-. - 4 - 2 o 2 4_ • 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I TD?4Ce I () HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~I (OI1T4B7AI-4
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RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS OF CONFIGURATION (OlJT4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = a















































- a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • a 10 12





MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OlIT4B?Al-4
































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.00
-to
- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e to t2
DATA SE1' SYf04BOL CONF'IGURATtON DESCRIPTION
(T074CSI 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OlIT4B7Al-4
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. , , -, --r-l-~-,--r- -,--r--,-
.
"A AA A A A A IAA A A I,. A A A .A.A A _ A
-












































-10 - a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET,SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TO"4C8) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) C01lT4B7Al-4





















MACH 1.51 PAGE 252
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS ~F C~NFIGURATI~N (~1)T4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
•'0 -""". ...-T-·· -'-0-"1--' .... T---r ... r···
1210••4za- 2- 4









































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
CT01'4C8) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSIT£CT-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS ~F C~NFIGURATI~N (~1)T4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0



























































MDAC $-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 1011T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF COIJT487AI-4 WITH RUDDER = 10
----r-r-r·- -·,....,·-r--
~ ,.
-,... ~ ~,... h t'::> lr-.,...~ ~ ,...-"", ,... ---~~ ,... "-', IL.:J 0 ~ t.;Tli. ~~ r- ~ ~ -~ o..r"l: ~
A IA.-A • A A A.A • A.....A A A ~~.AA A IA..A A I'J ...fI..A.A A A A A A A Ii\ A A A I~!JF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4D41 () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT~C'1 IOlIT4B?Al-4
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-~ - .. '-J ~ """'= ~ .... '-J ~~ ...
- ...,.;;, ,~
A" A A A A A Ii. .1'vIt..
~ IA L'l. A -.::::r- J:::I' ~AA. A A .A P ~
&:I .... fO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lRO?4041 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG> 1011T4B7AI-4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IR07404l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl IOllT4B7AI-4
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. • • T-r-.,-
.l:l.
___ h.
-- ,.... I.- - ,. - -,.. ,.., -
1_- _
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AAA A A A
.. A .. IA A A A 1A
A-A .. A A A A AA A A a...-A A
~
~
.. A A A A
~
...-..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-so -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • II so
DATA SET SYMBOl.
11'107404 I I.)
1 T0740e I Z!
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4


















































EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF C01JT4B7AI-4 WITH RUDDER = 10
. r-"T-'-- ··r--'-,--· r- , .. _, ... , .
.
~,.. ~~ ~ ............ ,... - ~- '"' - ~ '"'--'" - ...... - "'-- ...... - ~ - _ ...... ~ - ~ ,",-L7'r'.
& A IVk
A A A A A A A
-Ii
A A A li\ A A A A & A i"'"
A·A A A A A ~
~
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-,4
-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET. SY~6~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RD74D4 It 0 ~DAC S-222 CO/otPOSlTE<T-CG) (01) T467AI-4
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. . . .,- """T ··r -r- -r--, . r
,
-- -
""-,...,. ..r'\ ,... ,...
---"" "",...,...- --- ,...- "",... - -,....,.... ~---
---
A A A A A A AAA.~
A A A A A A
A A A A
A A A A A A A A. A A
AA A A A
..
ANGLE OF ATTACK •. ALPHA. DEGREES





MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOI1T4B7AI-4
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DATA SET SYMBOl CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74D. I C'l MDAC S-222 COf1POSITE(T-C~I (OllT4B7AI-4
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,'.
.
AI> 1. I> A A
...."..-
- ~~ A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A aA A A
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to
- I - . - 4 - 2 o 2 4 II I to t2
DATA SET SYMBOl.
lRD?4D4) 0
l TD?4D8 ) z:i
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T4B7AI-4
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. . . . . . . . •-r- ~~--,_._.
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~~A A A A A A~
A A A
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-
.... .... ~0,;2" r--
•It'
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF COllT4B7AI-4 WITH RUDDER - 10
.1'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 to t2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTlON
IRD74D4"; 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGI IOtIT4B7At-4
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,
·,---r-r-
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A A A A
A A .. IA .. A ~ A A A~ A .. A
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.es
-10 - .. -. - 4 - 2 o 4 • .. 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RP7404' (:) IlDAC 5-222 CONPOSITElT-C~1 (OlIT4B7Al-4
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. -r ~-.-r-
.'
AA A A II. II. A A~
II. A A A A A
... A 1\ J\AA
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - e - e - 4 - It o 4 e II 10
OATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IR074041 f.) MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4
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, , , , ,
--'-'-'-r-
.
AA A A A ~ A A A A A .. A A A A /I. A A A A A /I. A /I. A A /I. A /I. A A A /I. /I. INa
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 I 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMB~ CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74D41 () MO~C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7~1-4

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- II-10
. . -- -T--'---,-
-~ r ,... ~~ ~~~ - '""-'"' h :.- ~,... ~ ~,.... ~~ - ~ ,...~ ...... "'T
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFr'URATrON DESCRrPTrON
(R074041, () MOAC S-222 COMPOSrTEcT-C" C011T4B7A1-4
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. . . . . -r-r--
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MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (OtIT4B7At-4
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1210e•42o- 2- 4-.-.-10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74D41 : () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~I (01IT49741-4
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t.108•42o- 2- 4
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MDAC S-222 COMPOS lTElT-C~1 (ot I T4B7AI-4
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tato88•IIa- II- 4-.- 8-to
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) 101)T4B7AI-4
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•
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-so - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRD74D41 () MDAC s-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COIIT4B7AI-4






























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-I."
-12 -10 - I - 8 - .. - 2 a 2 .. 8 I 10
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD?C? I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
































































-Ie -to - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
I CD74C7 1 0
lCD~4D?1 n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4
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-10 - , - II - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • a to •
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRlPTION
(C074C7) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-CG) (01)T4B7Al-4
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-10 - 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12





MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CG) lOll T4B?A1-4


































- - - -
EFFECTS ~F At ~N L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F (~1)T4B7At-4 AT BETA = 0
.YO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD.,.C." 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE cT-CGI (011 T4B.,A 1-4
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, , , , r
~ - .,.. ~~~A -: I~ -A A .. ..............
-
h.
All'";: ~AA'1" - -~~I'll' "7{ ~ --~
= ~"T"-f "-fq"A - ~~ ........I.,... "7t "71: "71!~
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-II: -10 - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C7 I 0 "'DAC s-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CGI (ot I T4B7A1-4
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EFFECTS OF At ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COtJT4B7At-4 AT BETA = 0









































- II -. - 4
-
- 2 o 2 4 • II ID t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
CCDT4CT) 0 HD~C s-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 100T4B'I'AI-4




































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-.0.





"DAC 5-222 CO/o1POStTEn-CGI (01lT4B7AS-4
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",... ~ ~ ..... ~
"
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'7\ "X "7( .. "7("1("'>(
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C?), f:l 'MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.7
,-I. -10 - II - II - 4 - 2 o 2 4 II II 10 I.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(CD.,4C., 1 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOS ITE IT-CGI (011 T4B.,A 1-4
































EFFECTS OF Al ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIJT4B7AI-4 AT BETA = 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 so Sl!
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C7) 0 "DAC S-222- COMPOSITEcT-CG) cOl)T4B7AI-4
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/)










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-..
-10
- a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • a 10 12
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
ICD74(7) () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) IOI)T4B7~1-4
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-1.4. a .'P •• .s .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.s -.. -.'P
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CO.,4C.,) 0 "DAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOllT4B.,AI-4
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.... •• .s .4 .5 .2 .0 -.1 -.2 -.5 -.4 -.s -.. -....





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4
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.S.S.4.2.1.0.1.2.4.S.a
. . . . rt
Y
c
- - - - - - -































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T467A1-4
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MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~) 1011T4B7AI-4




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.l!
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CoNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?4C?) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CG) (01)T4B?Al-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2
-1.4





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE (T-CG) (01) T4B7Al-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - a -. - 4 - Z o Z 4 • a 1D S2
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1C074C7 I ; () MD4C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T4B7A1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 12
D~T~ SET SYHBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4C?I () HD~C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI COlIT4B?At-4
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~~ -..0~~ 1-. ~
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EFFECTS OF At ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIJT4B7At-4 AT BETA = 0
.eo
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ts
. -ta -to - e -. - .. - 2 a 2 .. • e to t2
OATA SET SYMBOl CONFrGYRATrON DESCRrPTrON
(C074C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSrTEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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•••











































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





foIo.\C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI (011T4B.,AI-4







































































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.1\.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S a•• 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.4
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATlON OESCRlPTlON
(CO?4C?J '0 MOAC S-222 COHPOSlTEIT-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4






























































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.5 0 •• 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 l.t 1.2 t.1
DATA a~T SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4C?) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.to -.OS .00 .05 .to .ts .20 .25 .30 .35 ••0 .•s .so .55 ~.O
DATA/SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRrPTION
(CD74C7) 0 MDAC 5-222 .CONPOSnE(T-C~) (OllT4B7Al-4
























































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-1.4
-.111 -.10 -.Oll .00 •all .10 .11I .20 .211 .30 .311 .40 .411 .1I0 .1I11 .eO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C7) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) -(OIIT4B?AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50
.'5 .10
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~!GURATrON O£SCRrPTrON
IC07.(7) () MOAC S-222 COMPOSrT£IT-CG) IOIIT.B7AI-4
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-.e-.S-.S-.2-.S.0.S.2.S.4.S.e.?




































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
D4TA SET SYMBOL
I CD?cc? I 0
ICD?cO?1 ZI
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01IT4B?AI-4
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.'P .a .s .4 .s .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.s -.4 -.5 -.a
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7A1-4























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-I.II!
-1.4 ••
•• .S .4 .5 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.5 -.4 -.S -.. -.'P
O~T~ SET SYM80L CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
(C074C71 0 MO~C S-222 COMPOS I TE (T-C~I (01 1T487~1-4



















ZMRP eoo. 0004 1101 •
SCALE o.ooeo S<~L£
MACIrl 1. 08 PAGE 302










































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • e so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATtON DESCRIPTION
(TO?4CSI 0 MOAC 5-222 COI'lPOSITE(T-CGI (OtlT4B?AI-4
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...










































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-aa -. -. - 4 - a a a 4 • aa aa
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
cTD74cel n MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COIIT4B7A!-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-,.
-te -to - 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 8 to tI!
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
CTD74C81 0 MOAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~I (0IlT48?Al-4

























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- e- II-ao


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
CTD74C81 Cl MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (01lT4B7AI-4
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1210e•"
2o- 2- 4






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CTO?4Cel C1 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CGI cOI1T487AI-4






































































EFFECTS ~F Al ~N LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F (~I)T4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
.1'
-.as
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-·II~t2
-to
- e - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e e to t2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ITD74CSl () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.ta
-to
- S -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • S to te
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
CTD7'CCSI . 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOS1TE(T-C~1 (Oll TCB7'AI-4










































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.II!
-II!! -ID - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 ID S2
O~T~ SET ~YMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I T074C8 I £:) "'DAC S-222 COMPOS rTE I T-CGI (01 I T4B?A1-4









































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- a -. - 4 - a a 4 • a 10 12
O~T~ SET· SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I T07'4C81 0 MOAC 8-222 COMPOStTEIT-CG) 101lT4B741-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.00





MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4






































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.00
-.OS
-Ie -10 -. -. - 4 - e o 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?4C81 () MOAC a-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I011T4B7A1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD74CSI () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B741-4































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - a - a - 4 - e a e 4 • a 10 II!
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?5?2) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) OIT4B7AI-4
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, ,










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10






























(CD?'?2) 0( CD?S841) Z!
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~) 01T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF FIN Fl DN LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. OlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
••0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- a -. - 4 - It o It 4 • 10 12
DATA SETSYHBOL CONFIGYRATION DESCRIPTION
IC01'572I 0 MOAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGoI 01T4B7Al-4
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.80
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMB~ CONFI~R~TION DESCRIPTION
CCD?5?2I, () MD~C S-222 CONPOSITEcT-C~1 OlT4B?Al-4



























.. ..Ii. ..Ii. A A &.......
ro-... .. .A A IA A .A A A A A
- - .. ... A A ..
.....






EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OFCONFIG. 01T4B7Al~4AT BETA = 0
..,11
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- II -. - 4 - It II 4 • II 10 Ie
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(CD757U 0 HDAC S-222 CONPOS ITE CT-CG) 01T4B?A!-4

























I...... ..A .. . IA ..
- ... .. ..
. .... ....
........
'"'" .... ..... . . ..... ..........
........ ~ ...










































- a - a -. - 2 o 2 4 a a 10 S2





t40AC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGl 0IT4B,.AI-4



















ZMRP 200, 0004 II,. ,.
SCALE 0,0080































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-0.
-10
-. -. - 4 - 2 a 4 8 • 10 Ie
aATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?,?2) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl 0IT4B?AI-4
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MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) 01T467AI-4
























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?,?2) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) 01T4B7A1-4





















1. SI PAGE 323









































.., •• .S .4 .e .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.S -.. -."
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI'URATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?S?Z) 1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C,) 0IT4B?AI-4


















YMRP O. 0000 HI.
ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE O.ooeo












1210••4.2o- 2- 4-.- a-10
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD75721 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI 01T4B7AI-4
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U!sa••42a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-sa











































DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?5?Z) () MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T4B7AI-4
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.... A A A ~..
'& A A
A A A A A A A A
A A A
A A A -




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-10 -. -. - 4 - It a It 4 • • 10 Ie
D~T~ $ET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
ICD?'?2) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) otT4B7~1-4





























.... ~- .... .........--.;;; -.;..r--.r
.
.00


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.IS
-III! -10





MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CG) 01T4B7AI-4
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t.4t.st.2t.tt.O0.90.8a.?0 ••
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
O.s0.4O.s0.2·O.t















































DATA SEt SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(C07572) (). MDAC $-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) 01T4B7A1-4
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,:~












































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.1\.0 0.1 0.2 O.lS 0.4 o.S 0 •• 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1,2 I.S
04T4 SE' SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
I(07572) () MD4C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 01T4B741-4


























EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. 01T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
t ••
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10 -.OS .00 .OS .10 .IS .20 .2S .ao .as .40 .45 .50 .SS .80
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(CO?'?2) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 01T4B?A1-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-1.4
-.1' -.10 -.0' .00 .0' .10 .1' .20 .2' .30 .35 .40 .4' .'0 ." .80
. DATA SET S~MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?5?21 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI OtT4B7At-4





















MACH 2.20 PAGE 332
-..-.s-.4-.z-.1.0.1.z.s.1
. . . . . . . .
~
i


























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I CD?5?2 , 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~' 01T4B?AI-4





















MACt4 1. 51 PAGE 33~






























































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 0IT4B'PAt-4





MACH 2.20 PAGE 334
EFFECTS OF FIN Fl. ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. ON CoNFIG. o1T4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA=O








































- 8 -. -4 -2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES •
8 so Sl!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(R07S73)' () MOAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CG) 01T4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
~.4
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a Ie 4 • 8 10 12
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
CRD?5?'l () MD~C S-222 CONPOSITEcT-CGl 01T4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-,liD
-ie -iO - I -. - 4 - 2 o 4 • I iO ie
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?,?3) () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CG) 0ITCB?Al-C





















1. 51 PAGE 337
t2toe•42a- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- e-to


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RO?I?lI) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) 01T4B?A1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - e o 4 8 8 to Ie
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRD?5?31 () MDAe S-222 eOMPOSITEIT-e~1 OlT4B7Al-4









































































-so -. -. - 4 - II a Ie 4 • • 10 Ie
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET .SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?'?S) () MOAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) 01T4B7AI-4
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AI A A A A A A
A A A A A A A 1\ A A A















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-to -. -. - 4 - It a It 4 • • to ••
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7573) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) 01T4B7AI-4
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& • & & &


















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - . -. - 4 - II! o II! 4 • • 10 12
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(ROY'YSI (.) MD~C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI OtT4BY~I-4
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la10••4a-.- 4

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATrON DESCRrPTrON
ICD?5881 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSrTECT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7Al-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- I-10





























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?S881 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 12





MD"C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B?"1-4
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1210••42a2"ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
•-.-10









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?5881' 0 MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-S.4
-Ia -so - 8 - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e 8 so sa
D~T~ SET SYHBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
CCD7,88l () HD~C S-222 CONPOSITEcT-CGl T4B7Al-4
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EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
. . . . . . .
.
.
,...,...- ,...-- -,...,... '--,... ..... ,.,.,....,...,. ,... ".,....,....,... ,....,....- ,...-,... ,...,...,....
-
-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. -. - 2 a 2 • • 8 10 U!
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~URATION DEsCRIPTION
ICD?5881, () "DAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~) T4B7AI-4
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8•4ea- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-so














































IoI04C S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) T4B7A1-4
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ao - 8 - e - 4 - It Q It 4 • 8 ao a.
OATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?5881 . () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) T4B?AI-4
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A A A A A A A A A_..... -
- .... -~ 1- ..... --
__ A.
.... A. .... A. A A Nt.





- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
"DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD75881 () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI T4B7A1-4
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, . , , . r~-' "-r-r--r-' ····r···'·- r··
-..-.. .-..
--.........
- - - - - --~~ ........ ........ . .... - .... ........... -.... - .... - ........ -........... ,....
EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
•.,0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~VRATION DESCRIPTION
CCD75881' () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-C~l T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0









.... --.-.............. ,.... -. ,.... ,....,.... ,.... ~-.-.-. :.-..-.-.- -.-.-.,. .......




1-" ............... ~ ............

































- e -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • e 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFr~RATrON DESCRrPTrON
CCD?5eel () MDAC S-222 COMPOSrTECT-CGI T4B?Al-4


















,.. ..... A .....
I.... A __ I...... Jlo. .... ,.
......... - .... ", .....









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- IS-to








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?,88) () MDAC S-222 CONPOStTE(T-C~) T4B7At-4
















_.Jl.. ..& ............ ............. ....
""" """
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MDAC s-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) T4B?At-4
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EFFECTS OF FIN FI ON lONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7AI-4 AT BETA = 0
•.,0
-so -. -. - 4 - a o 4 • • so Sl!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERE~CE I~FORHATIONDATA SET S~~B~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75•• , () ~DAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7A1-4
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A.. A.. .A. AAA ,....~ ... AA .. ..... -.A. A A A. A A. A. ~AAA A. A. A. .Il A. .A. A......... loA
"""""" .... - ~ ...... ........ -




-so - II - . - 4 - 2 a 2 4 II II so II!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
IC07588I . Cl MoAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-Cc;l T4B?AI-4
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. . .. . JT
.
-- -





' ........... ......... r-"'-- 1- ........... i .....~ lQiU
...
t2to••4a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-to






































DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGORATION DEsCRIPTION
ICD7'SS) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT~CG) T4B7AI-4












MACH 2.20 PAGE 359
. . • • • •
1
:
~-- -- - '"' :-'"'~~ .... _--
'"'-- --~-~ - - '- - -- ~-,...,.
--
....-.;;;;;l~
- ........ ~ .... --.;;;;T ... ~ .... ........ ............~~ ........~
_.... ~ ..
1






































-so - e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e so sa
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONO~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR~TION DEsCRIPTION
eCO?5881 () MD~C S-222 CONPOSITEeT-C~1 T4B'I'A1-4
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1- - ". - -
-



































- I -. - 4 - It o • 4 I I to
DATA ,SET SYMBOl.. CONFIGURATION DESCR IPTION
eCDYSSSl () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEeT-CGl T4BYAI-4










%MRP 200. 0004 IN.,
SCALE 0.0080
MACH .58 PAGE 361













- ~- _-. ........ - .6. .6. ~ A -A .A A A A
-
1- ......... - ................. ......... .....

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-..
-10
- S -. - 4 - 2 D 2 4 • s 10 12
DATA 8ET~YM8OL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
cCD751111 ) 0 MDAC 8-222 COMPOS ITE CT-C~I T487A t-4
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-.A .... .-~.- II\. A A I\. I\. I\. I\. -.
:
..... _- A A A.. _....



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-·!12
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - e a e 4 8 8 10 Ie
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7588) (). MDAC S-222 COMPOsITE(T-CGI T4B7AI-4
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..... _- A.. ......... ............... ..,., A... ..
-- .....
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-so - II -. -4 -2 0 It 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CG) T4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?5881 '() HOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l T4B7AI-4
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. . ~~T • .
.
.
---- ,.. ..... -- ,.. -- '""--
..... _.....
~~ ........ .... ~ ............ ~ .... - .....
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-to -. - II
- 4 - It o 2 4 II II to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFr~URATrON DESCRIPTION
(CD?,88)' () MDAC S-222 CO"POSITE(T-C~) T4B7AI-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.5••• 'P






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?,881 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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-..-.s-.4-.5-.2-.1.0.1.2.5.4.s••.'P
. . . . . . . . . • •
•,
\




































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 T4B7At-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S••
























DATASET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC07,881 () ·MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-t.'
-t.4 •• or •• .S .4 .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 - .• 2 -.S -.4 -.S -.. -.7
a~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CC07S88) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7AI-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.4.5••






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7,881 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l T4B7AI-4
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. • . . • . . .
~





























•• .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.S -.' -.'P





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) T4B?Al-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-I ••
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - It a It 4 • 8 10 ,e
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?SllB) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ArTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.2
-10 -. - 8 - 4 - It o 4 8 • 10 12
DATA SET ~YHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75881 () HDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-C~1 T4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION BETA
ICO?5.') () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7A1-4 0.000











- 4 - It
I
a 2 8 I 10 12
MACH 1& 09 PAGE 375
la108•2a- 2- 4













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?,88) I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4B?A1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-so


























DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
eCD?Se8) () "OAC S-222 C~POSITE(T-CG) T4B?AI-4










ZHRP ZOO. 0004 IN.
SCALE O.OOSO '




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-s ••
-S.4
-se -sa -. -. - 4 - 2 a I 4 • • so Sl
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEsCRIPTION
CCDYS8S) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) T4BYAI-4







































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD75stn I 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOsnEIT-C~) T4B?AI-4










%NRP aDo. 0004 IN.
SCALE a.ODeo
MACH .58 PAGE 379
,








































































MO",C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7Al-4





MACH .90 PAGE 380
EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = a











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET 'SYMBOL CON... tGUR .. n'~;'" DESCRIPTION
(CO?SSSI, : 0 MOAC ~-222 c~~r-'OSITEIT-CGI T4B7"1-4
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~~ & & & •








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.1'





folDAC S-222 CONPOSITEfT-CGI T4B1AI-4
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1210II•42a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- II-10









~ -......~ ~ I~ ~,... ,...1"'\- .-..~ -a""".... .... I.............. ........ .... ............ ~-

































O~T~ SET'SYMBOl CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
,(CD7588) () MD~C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7At-4

































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
- " - "
- 4 - 2 o 2 4
"
8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?5881 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7A1-4












MACH 4.47 PAGE 384
EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0





































-.1\.0: 0.1 a.a a.s a•• a.s
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
"04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
"(CO.,,881 () MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.150 • 0 0.1 0.2 0.5 a•• 0.5 0 •• 0 • ., 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7588) () - MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7AI-4
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, , , , . . , , .. , , , , , , . ~ ~
~


































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.llb.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 a.!! 0 •• 0.' 1.0 1.1 1.2 t.3 I
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
IC075881' () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 T4B7AI-4





























































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.t'o.o o.t 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 0 •• D.? 0.8 0.9 t.O t.t t.2 t.5 1.4
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD7,SSI () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 O.e 0.8 1.0 1 .• 1 1.2 1.4
DAT~ SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD~588) () ~DAC S-222 C~POSITE(T-CG) T4B7A1-4












MACH 2.20 PAGE 389
EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG~ T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
.eO • • or.,. I I I I ~r.,-- rr-rT-Y- ""TT T r

































-'S'o.o O.S 0.2 0.4 0.5 0 •• 0.7 0,8 1.0 1.1
.
S.4
O~T~ sEt ~YMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(Co?,ee) () MD~C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI T4B?AI-4
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E~FECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CDNFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
1.1 • • •
DATA SETSY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD758S1 () "DAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~) T4B7AI-4
ICD75901 Zl "DAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) T4F1B7AI-4







BREF 882.0004 IN •




























-S._4. 1S -.so -.os .00 .05
i
.so .U .20 .25 .40 .45 .50 .55 .80
MACH .58 PAGE 391



































MOAC $-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7A1-4
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4F1B7A1-4
















-.05 .00 .05 .to .15 .20 .25 .S5 .40 .45 .50 .55 .10



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD75SS1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7At-4
(CD75901 .n MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTEIT-CGI T4F'IB7At-4













-.15 -.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .80
MACH 1. 09 PAGE 393
a.'





























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
cC075eel ,,0 MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI T4B7A1-4
CC075901 Zi MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI T4F1B7A1-4












-,10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .45 .50 .55 .eo
MACH 1.51 PAGE 394































DATA SET SYMBOl CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?,88) () MDAC S-2~2 CONPOSITE(T-C~) T4B?A1-4
(CD?,901 Zl OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS













-.n -.10 -.0, .00 .0' .10 .1' .20 .2' .30 .3' .40 .4' .'0
." .80
MACH 2.20 PAGE 395
EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0I.' rt-rT1.,.,-r-rr-r-r;r-T-,-."-rT1r-T-,-rr':"rr.-rT""1r-r-r-rT~rin--r-nTT-,rn'~"':'""'Tn--r=-T"">T"':-T;":;::,,,,,-r,rTTT-.-y--r-,.-,.--r--r-Ir-r-r""T-rr-r
CON~I~RATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7At-4
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS







































-.0' .00 .0' .10 .1' .20 .2' .40 .4' .'0 ."
.
.10
MACH 4.47 PAGE 396
-.7-..-.5-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.5••• 7































. DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC075881 () MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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•• .5 .4 .5 .2• e • 7
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL C~FIGURATI~ DESCRIPTI~
(CD.,588) () MDAC S-222' C~POSITE(T-CG) T4B7AI-4
(CO.,590) Zl MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) T4F1B7AI-4
.1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.S -.. -.7
MACH .90 PAGE 398































.a .1 .s .4 .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.s -.1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET $Y"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD"BS) () "DAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7AI-4
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•• .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.S -.'
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
O~TA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
<C07588) () ~DAC $-222 CONPOSITE<T-CG) T4B7At-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-t.4. 8 .e .S .4 .3 .2 .s .0 -.1 -.2 -.3
-.4 -.S -.e
DATA SET SY~B~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lCD7SSS1 () ~DAC S-222 COHPOSITElT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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HDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-C~) T4B741-4






















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 12
DATA sET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD75891 () ~DAC S-222"CONPOSITE(T-CGI T4B7A1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-10 -. - . - 4 - It a It 4 • • 10 12
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CRO?5891 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 T4B?AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-·.!S2
-so - a - I - 4 - 2 a I I so
DATA SET Sr"BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPrION
IRD?'891 '() MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I T4B741-4
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-12 -10 - a -. -4 -2 a 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
• a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFr~URATrON DESCRIPTION
IRO?5991 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) T4B?41-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-so - . - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 so S2
D~TA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?S89) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-10
- It - . - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • It 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?5S91, () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) T4B7At-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.25
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFt~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?589) () HOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) T4B7A1-4
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12108•2o- 2- 4




~~~" ......... - ..... -~~ A~.............












































D~T~ SET $TMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I~D7S891: () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL (HAR. ON CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0
•••
••0




~~- ~....... - ~ k~ .....




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?,891 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEli-CGI T4B?AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-to - a - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 8 a to t2
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD75S91 [) MDAC S-ZZZ COHPOSITE(T-C~) T4B7AI-4
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12toe•4o- 2- 4
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
-.-.-10




















































DATA SET SY~BOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?S89 I 0 ~DAC S-222 COHPOS'ITE,(T-CGI T4B7AI-4
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II!10••4a- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10






















































04T4 'ET SYMBOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(RO?';91 () MD4C 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T487Al-4
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1210•e42o- 2- 4
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
-.-.-10
. . r-r- r-T--"T-"T-
~~~~
... .. '"" '"" ~~ -~~ ~~'""- ~~~ ......~ ~• ~~








































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~rGURATrON DESCRIPTION
IR07~891 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSrTEIT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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, , , , , . ~,.- -,-r ,- . '--T-- r
-------
A ~


















































-S2 -so - a - a - 4 -.2 a e 4 e a so se
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?5891 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B?AI-4
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. . . . .
~~
















































-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET sY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lRD75891 () ~DAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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. . -, r .. . .
,
A ~













































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 I e so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?'891 :·0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI T4B?Al-4



































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-to - I -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • I to 12
. DATA SET SYI'lBOI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
,ROy5S91 () I'lDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRO?'891 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF FIN Fl ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. ON CONFIG. T4B7Al-4 AT ALPHA = 0















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
QATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CRO?,891 () MOAC '-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7Al-4
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12108•42o- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-10
.. --, T ..,...- -,-r--r-
- -






































D~T~ SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7'89) () MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) T4B7At-4
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, . , , .
,
.. ',,,,,"'- -















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • I 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?5891 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7Al-4
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S2108•42a- 2- ..
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
















































D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7,891 ; [.) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so - e - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I RD7S119)' . 0 MDAC s-222 CONPOSITE IT-CG) T4B?AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 a 2 e e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD7'891 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI T4B7Al-4
























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • to 12
DATA SET SY"6OL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICO?4C71 () "OAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T467AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET S~HBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD?4C? I ·0 HO~C S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI (01)T4B?AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-s '~II! .
-so -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 Sl!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74C7) 0 MDAe S-222 CQIolPOSITEIT-Cc;) (Ot)T4B7Al-4
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Ie10••42o- 2- 4-.-.-10




































MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7'AI-4
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J.


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 D 2 4 • • tD 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD7'4C7' I . 0 MDAC S-222 COI'4POSITElT-CGI IOtIT4B7At-4


















YMRP .' 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 200.0004 tN.
SCALE 0.0080 SCALE
MACH 2.20 PAGE 431








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFt~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7'AI-4






I CD7'4D9 I: Zl
-10
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- IS -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 to t2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD7'4C7'I \ 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSnE(T-C~1 (ot)T4B"At-4
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- e - e - 4 - It o It 4 e e 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04TA SET SYMBOL
I C07'CC7' I 0
IC07'C091 n
CON~tGURATtON DESCRtPTtON
MDAC 5-222 COMPOStTEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7'AI-4
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-- 1-''''''' .... [aU
IA A .. A
.. A A J A A A A A A A A II. IA J\ .. A IA A
J\ J\ A J\
11. J\ .. ,..
~ ~
12108•42a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10
































REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C7) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OllT4B7At-4










































-- -- - -
---
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A A A A A A A A A A 110. A A A IA A A A A A .. A A A A A \M.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MDAC S-222 CONPOStTECT-CG) (01lT4B7AI-4







































, ~ A II A II A
A A A A A A A A IA A A A A A A • &
,
,
EFFECTS OF 87Al-4 ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. (OllT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
.YO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - .. - 2 o .. • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICO?~C?1 . () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B?Al-4
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- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12





"'OAC S-222 CO/ofPOSITECT-CGI (OtlT4B7At-4
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1210a•42o- 2
~ 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-10
. . -.,..-".-1".. -r -.,,··--T-·-T·· -j "Y-"'''' -T ~
;
;,
.-+ ..•______ ,4 ....
.,
I--~-- .... -- ~-- ""-1------ ,----~ ~--~-- r-~ ... ..... ..... -- ~--- I'" ~~ ~~~
' ..... ~ IItI
. . A IA A A A IA A A A A
A A A A A la.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD,.4C?1 0 MDAC S-222 COI'4POSlTEcT-CGl (OI1T4B7AI-4
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. . r,j









n...A. A A A A A A A A A A 'A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A· A
A A A ,.







































- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 4 8 a 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
I COl'4Cl' I 0
ICOl'4091 n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (OllT4B7At-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10






































DATA SET SY~BOL- CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4C?I () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~I IOI1T4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MDAC S-222 COMPOStTE(T-CG) (OllT4B7Al-4
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,...--~- - 1-"'-- -,... ""-,... ~,...,...-..........
.... - ... .......... "-1 i:ItI
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- a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • a 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?' () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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• • • ill. .. • .. I•• A •
.. .. • A
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1210..•4eo- 2- 4-.- ..-10











































MD4C S-222 COMPOSIT£IT-CGI (01IT4B7'41-4





















MACH 4.47 PAGE 444
EFFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIJT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - II - 8 - 4 - It o It 4 8 II so 12
O~TA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
( CO?4C?) 0 HDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE <T-C~) COl) T4B7A 1-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8





MDAC S-222 C~POSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7Al-4
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12la8•42a- 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4-.- 8-la























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?~C?I 0' MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (01JT4B?Al-~
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- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • e 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGl IOllT4B7AI-4
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EFFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0
. .
~ ~ .~.-.,s
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- II - . - 4 - e a 2 4 • II ,a '2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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~ ...... A A A- A A- A A A- A A A~- ~-
---
A A A ~-.




- ..... - .......... .::_- A A- A-




-to -. -. -4 -a a a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• • to tS!
D~T~ SET SYMB~ CONFI~UR~TION DESCRIPTION
I CD?eC? I () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI cotlT4B?At-4
























































PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
-S .....
.1 .S ... .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.5
-." -.S -.1
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATIONDESCRIPTION
ICD?C?) () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B?Al-4
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-.7-.8-.S-.4-.S-.2-.1.0.1.2.S
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S••..r
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1cor4cr 1 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4




























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-1.4. S .7 •• ., .S .2 .t .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.5 -.' -.7
D~TA SET SY"BOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CDJi4C7) 0 "D~C S-222 COI4POSITECT-CG) COlIT4B7AI-4
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-..-.s-.4-.2-.t.0.1.2.1I
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.4.s••• ?





~ rrlA' I/ ... ,.,J, »
tI-:r ,gj,,
;



































MDllC S-222 COMPOSrTEIT-CGI IOllT4B7ll1-4
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-.8-.,S-..-.2-.t.0.t.2







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C7) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSlTEIT-CC;) IOllT4B7AI-4
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•• •• .5 .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.11 -.4 -.' -.. -."





MDAC S-222 CO/olPOSITECT-CCI 1011T4B7Al-4


































EFFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. (OllT487Al-4 AT BETA = 0
to.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - 8 -e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD?4C? I () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-so




























MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7Al-4
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II!soa•4Ita- It- 4








































04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
CC074C711 () M04C S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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1210II•4a- 2- ..-.- II-10

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C?1 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 101IT4B?AI-4
































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. - e - 4 - 2 a e 4 e • 10 12
OAT A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CO?4C? I () MOAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 101IT4B?AI-4
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, 0' , 0"0 , , " ., t , , , , 0' I , , , , , , -I , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
.




A A A -
































-10 - II - II - 4 - 2 o 2 4 II 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET·SYMBo:.L
ICD?4C?' 0
I CD?4D9 , n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG' cOl'T4B?AI-4
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. . . . . r--r-r
I~
's.-.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-10


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION'DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4




















, SCALE 0.0080 SCALE
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1- ___
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- e - 4 - 2 o 2 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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I~ ~~ tan~b ,.,~ .......
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- 4 - 2 aj
ANGLE elF ATTACK.
-.- a-to



































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC07'4C7') 0 HOAC S-222 COMPOSITEI·T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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MD"C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C7) (] MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEC·T-C~I (01IT4B7AI-4
































----........ ~ l;;J.....,....., ... -'-J~ ...
,
~A
~ A .. .. A
; A .. A A tl.A A .. A A A A A A A A .. A A A Ar-
t2to••a- e- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-to






































MDAC $-222 COHPOSITEcT-CG) (ot)T4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0,1 o.a 0.4 0.5 0,11 a.? 0.8 I,D 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRlPTlON
CCO?4C?) ([) MOAC S-222 COMPOSlTECT-CG) C01;T4B7AI-4
































































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CG) IOI)T4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
D,S 0.2 0.4 0.5 D.e D." O.B 0.9 S.O S.S S.4
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(COT4C7) () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)T4B7AI-4










































































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 O.s 0.8 D.? 0.8 t.O t.t t.2 t.5 t.4
DATA SET ~YMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
I CD?4C? I • () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 (OI)T4B?AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.t50 • 0 O.t 0.2 O.S 0.4 0.' 0.8 D.? 0.8 0.9 t.O t.t t.2 t.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1C074C7 1 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPOSlTECT-CGI (01)T4B7AI-4































































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





MOAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4





















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-S.4
-.S5 -.so -.05 .00 .05 .• sa .ss .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 • .,0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONVI~RATfON DESCRIPTfON
(CDT4CTI () MDAC S~222 CoMPOSITEIT-C~) IOI)T4BTAI-4


























































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
REFERENCE INFOR~ATIONDATA SET SY~eOL CONFIGYRATION DESCRIPTION
CCO?4C?1 () ~OAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4e7AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-I·~.U
-.10 -.O!l .00 .O!l .10 .1!1 .20 .2!1 .30 .3!1 .40 .4!1 .!l0 • !I!I .eo
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(CO?~C?) 0 MD4C S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01IT4B?41-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.sa -.as .00 .as .so .15 .20 .25 .4a ,45 ,so .55 : ••0
OATA SET SYMBOL
IC07'4C7'1 . (]
I C07'4D9 I n
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~1 IOIIT4B7AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .30 .40 .45 .50 .55 .80
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?C?I () MDAC S-222 COHPOStTE(T-CGI (01IT.B?Al-4



























































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-t ...
-.tll -.10
-.0' .00 .0' .10 .s, .20 .30 .3' ...0 ..., .'0 ." .eO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIP~ION
(CD?4C?) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) cot1T4BYAl-4
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1.0
. a••


































•• .S .4 .5 .2 .S .0 -.S -.2 -,5 -,4 -,S -,. -.'P
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGYRATION DESCRIPTION
(CD'P4C?1 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (01IT4B'PAI-4
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.. . -,-~- -y-rrr·
.-rl
J- ~.,JJ





PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S••


























OIlTII SET SYMBOL CONFIG'JRATION DESCR IPTION
ICD74C7) () MDAC 3-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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.., •• .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.S -.. -."
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
O~T~ SET SY~BOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
IC074C7) 0 ~O~C S-222 COIolPOSITEIT-CG) IOtlT4B?1\1-4





















MACH 1.08 PAGE 483
-.7-..-.S-.4-.2-.t.0.t.2.4.s••.'P
FFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LONG. CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIlT4B7Al-4 AT BETA = 0






































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
O.T. SET SYMBOL CONFI~UR.TION DESCRIPTION
(C074C71 () MO.C s-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-4





















MACH 1.51 PAGE 484
-..-.S-.4-.2-.1.0.1.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.4.S••






































DATA SET:SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD~4C~)' () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI (OIIT4B7Al-4
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-1.4. 8 .., •• .S .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.S -.e





NOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 (01IT4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-to -. -. - 4 - I o 2 4 • to t2
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TDT4C81 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTEIT-CGI (01)T4B7A1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-.s
-Ia -10 - II -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • II 10 II!
O~T~ SET SYMB~ CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
IT074CSl () MO~C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGl (OlIT4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-10
- e -. - 4 - It o • e 10 Ie
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DEsCRrPTrON
ITD?4CSI () MDAC S-222 CONPOSrTEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4



















































EFFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LAT-OIR. CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIlT4B7A-l AT ALPHA = 0














-10 - . -. - 4 - 2 o 4 • • 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlON
MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTE(T-CGI (011T487AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 4 • • 10 II!
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION OESCRIPTION
I TO.,cC8 ) l.) MOAC S-222 COMPOS irE (t-CG) (01) T4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
- .• 4
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HDAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4











































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-..'
-to - e -. - 4 -,2 o 2 4 • e to
qATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?4Cel () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITElT-CGI lOtlT4B7At-4
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-12 -so - ., - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e ., to S2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D"T" SET SYMBOL
I TD?4C8 I 0
IRD?4El I n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI (OlIT4B7Al-4
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EFFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LAT-DIR. CHAR. OF CONFIG. COIlT4B7A-l AT ALPHA = 0
.1'
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~RATION DESCRIPTION
ITD74CS) ,() MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B7A1-4


















YMRP 0.0000 IN •
. ZMRP 200.0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080 SCALE





















. . • ,










EFFECTS OF B7Al-4 ON LAT-OIR. CHAR. OF CONFIG. (OllT4B7A-l AT ALPHA = 0
.1'
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ITD74C8) () MD~C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) IOIIT4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • l!I 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD"~C8' 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (otIT~B7At-4











































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - e a e 4 • 8 10 12
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOtIT4B7At-4
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laso••4Io- 2- 4SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- a-sa

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?C81 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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. . • -T - -"--T- T
r




















































- e - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ITD?C81 () MDAC 5-222 COHPOStTEIT-CGI IOtIT4B?At-4














































































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ITD74C8) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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1210e•4Ito- It- 4-.- I-10
























































MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGI (OllT4B?A!-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-so
- e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • • so S2
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TO?4CSI () MoAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOSIT487Al-4











































































-so - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o II! 4 • 8 so Sl!
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IT074C8) () MOAe 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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II!to••2a- I!- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- e-to










.:I ~ ..... - -- ........ - .... - - .... - ~...,-- J;J.......
A A A I\. A
I
""













































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (OtIT4B7At-4






























..... ~ ..... ~~ .... ~ .... .... Io,,;l I"""~ ..... T;:;I-t:~













































- a -. - 4 - e a 4 • a to tt





"D"C S-222 CONPOS ITE (T-CGI (01) T4B7'AI-4
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,-. - ~ ~
I '"' '"'.... .... .... -- ..... - ,- roWI ,......... :- -. 1- ........
,
. . .. .. A A A AA .. A .. .
- --
1210eoe2o- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- e-10







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGYRATION DESCRIPTION
ITo?4CS) () MoAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OI)T4B?AI-4





















1. 08 PAGE 507
,
,
.. , , -, • -T -r-
.
-
_..... '" ............... .......... h ..... --
--- -
-














































- e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TDuce) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOS rTE(T-CG) (01) T4B7Al-4
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teto••2a- e- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-I-10






~~~ ~~,.... ,.... ,....,.... '"' ,.... ,.... ,.... -~~- ~-,.... ~
-
............ ... ....
- ... - ,..--- - ........... ... - ... ~











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ITDT4CS) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B?A1-4
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1210IS•42
COIJT487A-l AT ALPHA = 0
o
- 2- 4-.- IS-10
• •. T --r-..--
.
1
----" --- --- --- 1.-.._-- - - --
--
,~ ........ ........ II;;T ............ ~ .... ""' ........ ~ ~~ .... O;:; tJ
A. A A A A A A A A A A IA .. A A A A A A A A A
.
:






































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SEt SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TO?4CIS I 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CGI (OIl T4B.,41-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?I () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (011T4B7AI-4



































































-S2 -so - 8 - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e 8 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC07CC7): () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOI)TCB7Al-C



































COMPARISON OF THE LONG. CHAR. OF COIlT4B7Al-4 AND COIlT4B7Al-S AT BETA = 0
t ••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o I! 4 • • to 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7Al-4














































































- 8 - 8
- 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE I NFOR lolA TIONDATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74C7) 0 IolDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 101lT4B7Al-4





























































































- 8 -. - .. - I a 2 .. 8 8 so 'I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD7'4C7) 0 MDAC $-222 COMPOSITECT-C~) (OIIT4B7AI-4














































































Io4DAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l (01IT4B7'AI-4



























A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A~'"' -- A A A A A A
--' "'-,... IA A A A Nt.










COMPARISON OF THE LONG. CHAR. OF COIJT4B7Al-4 AND COIJT4B7Al-S AT BETA = a
.,,0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.0~12
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C71 0 MOAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOllT4B7AI-4
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, , ,
• r-r-r- -.--r-.- --r--' -- r-
'.
.
1h.AJI. .. fA .. A
~- .. It.. It.. .. ..~~ ~ li...J\ .... ..
- ....... -
AA A IA It.. ....








































- 8 - 41 - 4 - 2 a 2 8 e 10 la
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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12108•42a- 2- 4-.-.-10







A A A A A A A
-- -
!A A A A A
- ,..,..-
A A A A A A A 1\





-,....- k1"'- __ ,....



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL .CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?C?li () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7AI-4





















!MACH 1. 08 PAGE 519
. , , -- -r-r--,-r-r-T--_·_'--
.
~ A A A A A
~,...- ~ A A A A A A A A A A
""''''''-
~ A IA A A A A A A~
-""'- - -~- A A lA- -
"'" "''''''"",
- - -
.... ""'''''' --~ ~~- I...~~
--"'"~
































- 8 - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e 8 to t2





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 1011T4B7A1-4
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. ,--,-- rr-r-r-




















CDMPARISDN DF THE LDNG. CHAR. DF (DIlT4B7Al-4 AND (DIlT4B7Al-5 AT BETA = 0
.,0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 to 12
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD.?4C?) 0 MoAC S-222 CONPOSlTEIT-CG) I01IT4B?A1-4
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. . ! -,-r - r-T --, --,. "T- --r T T ~





~ A A A A A A A A A A-~
---
A .. A A
.. A A~ - --



































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7Al-4
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••0
•••







A A A 1 A A A A A A iii. A A A IA A A A A A A " A A A A A A
' ........... I ............ ............ ............ ~ ............ ,....-- A A I...1- ...........
- - -....
~









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - It o It • 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C7) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI 1011T4B7Al-4



























. . I ..
,




A A A A A A .














































-so -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • so U!





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) (01)T4B7A1-4
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seSO••2a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- .-.-10
, ,
A A A IA A A A A A A A A A A A A
,-.A _ 1-.. ___
-._-
A A A A A A A A A
-




- - - ...... -~-1-- -. -.
-
--- - --- .... - I'""' ... --:....








































O_T_ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CO?4C? I 0 MO_C 5-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CGI (01) T4B7A 1-4
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lA A A A A A A A A A A A A~~- A A A A A A A A A~-~- ~
-
IA A A A A A A






- - -:: i'L"107 ............ ..... OJ· ... _ .....~
.







































- 8 - I - 4 - 2 a 2 4 I 8 10 12





MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI 1011T4B1'AI-4
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10e•4za- 2- 4-.- e-10
. . . . .
I
AJI A A A
A " " " A A~,... :;;; r;;;._~~ A
A "
" " A~--- -~ A
" "
-- - ....
~~ ~ " A " iAlI&
--..., ,.. .... ..., ~- - -~,... ~
...,..., ... - ,...-~ h,...,..._... ..., ...
...- .... .......... f.:IU







































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?C?) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE <T-CGI 101 I T4B7A 1-4


































A A A " A A A~,.. -- A A A A A A
-. ~- ...
---
A A A A A
\ ,---- ---















































-so - a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • II so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lCO?CC?) () HOAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) IOI)TCBTAl-4
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C~MPARIS~N ~F THE L~NG. CHAR. ~F (~1)T4B7Al-4 AND (~1)T4B7Al-5 AT BETA = 0






































-. -. - 4 - e o e 4 • a 10
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.e
-so -. - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 8 so se
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?~?1 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OIIT4B7AI-4
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COMPARISON OF THE LONG. CHAR. OF COIlT4B7Al-4 AND COIlT4B7Al-5 AT BETA = 0




















































-10 - . - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 • 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOtIT4B7At-4



















ZMRP ZOO. 0004 IN.
SCALE 0.0080 SCALE
MACH 1. 08 PAGE 531

























































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - I - 4 - 2 a 2 e .10 II!
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
I C074C? I () ~OAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 COlIT4B7AI-4




































































ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8
- & - 4 - 2 o 2 4 & 8 10 12
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOl1T487A1-4























































-1.4. 8 .'P ., .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2
-.4
-.S -.e -.'P
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
fCD74C7) 0 MDAC $-222 COMPOStTEIT-CG) (01)T4B'PA1-4
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.7 •• .S .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.S -.4 -.S -.. -.7





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T487AI-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
-1.4
• 8 •• .S .4 .2 .1 .a -.1 -.2 -.4 -.S -.8
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
CC074C71 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-C~l (OIIT4B7AI-4
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HDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T467AI-4




























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-S.4
•• .S .S .4 .2 .s .0 -.s -.2 -.4 -.S -.S -.7
DATA SET.SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C71 () ~DAC 5-222 COMP05ITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4
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-..-.S-.4-.3-.2-.S.a.S.2.3.S••..,







































MDAC S-222 COMPOS ITE er-CG) (01) T4B71\1-4
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S210II••2o- 2-.







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C? I 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPoS I TE n-CGI (01) T4B7AI-4
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12lDII•42a- 2- 4-.- II-to








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SEt SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD74C? I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) IOI)T4B?AI-4
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.1210a•4o- 2- 4-.- a-10
CDMPARISDN DF THE LDNG. CHAR. DF (DIJT4B7Al-4 AND (DIJT4B7Al-S AT BETA = 0
I •• rIii 1 iii II iii J ii' ] i I I J -r-.·-r...-.-·l-r....,..-,--l-.--,.--Tl ....... --r--r 'r, -f ~
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74C71: () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7AI-4
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-la -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • la 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET ~YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I C074C7) (] MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CGl 101 l T4B7AI-4
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1210II•2a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- II-10














































DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C7) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSlTE(T-C~) (01lT4B7AI-4




































































- 8 - I - 4 - 2 o 4 I 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET ,SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD74C7 I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOI1T4B7AI-4
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/I. /I. A~A /I. A A A A /I. A A /I./I. /I. /I. " A A A ',., '""- .....
·
..... - ... 1""'- ...... - 1-- ..... ...- .....
·



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - 8 - 8
- " - 2
o 2 .. • 8 10 12
OATil. SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74C7) 0 MOAC S-222 COl'4POS ITE IT-CG) (01) T4B7A 1-4
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I~~ A .. 1. i.JlI).~~ A A A IA A AA~ l: Hr.aA A A A A ....... ~
~-~- ~,..,,... I~·';;;;:,...,.. ....
........ - .... I............ ~
.... --
:


































-10 - 8 - .. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SE~\$YMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?C?1 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B?AI-4
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Ie10a•42a- 2- 4







~~ ~~~A A A IA A A A A A. A ltm~ A A A AA1J. ,.,s...c..
-- -- ,...,,..., - ,...,-,...,
-
-1--- ... --- -


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I CD74C7 I () MDAC 5-222 COMPClSITEIT-CGI IOtlT4B7At-4
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. T- '-r-r-- -r-r--,···
1~
~ ~A A A,j











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10





HDAC S-222 COHPOsITEIT~CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4





















MACH 1. S 1 PAGE sse
10 .8•4a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-10




~ ~~~ £ A A IA A A..J. ~"" AA A A £ £ A A
- ~ -~ --. -.,...
- - ........ .... ~ ....... ..... .......


































DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
CC07~C7i () ~D4C 9-222 CO~POSITECT-CGl (OllT4B741-4
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Sl!so8•2o- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-so
. . . '-.--r--r-3
' .
~~I\
~~~A ~A~A A A A A A A













































I C074C7 I Cl
I C074E4 I z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
~DAC S-222 COMPOSlTEIT-CGI (01)T4B7A1-4
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COMPARISDN DF THELDNG. CHAR. DF (DIJT4B7Al-4 AND (DIJT4B7Al-5 AT BETA - 0
.eO
-.1\.0 0.1 0.2 O.S 0.4 0.5 o.e 0.7 0.8 1.0 1,1 1.2 1.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C7l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-4"
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
CONFIGURATlON DESCRlPTlON
MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4





























1.1 1.2 1.11 1.4
MACH .90 PAGE 554















































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
o.t 0,2 o.a 0.4 O.S 0 •• 0.7 0,8 0.9 1.0 t.t t.2 t .a' t.4
DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074C71 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4



































































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
0.1 0.2 O.lI 0.4 O.S 0.8 a.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.lI 1.4
D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
(C07~C71 0 "'D~C S-222 CONPOSITElT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.t~.o
, ,
a.t 0.2 0.4 O.s 0 •• D.? 0.8 0.9 t.O t.t t.2 t.a t.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C!1 Cl MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I011T4B7A1-4
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





"'DAC 5-222 COfolPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B?Al-4


















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10 -.OS .00 .OS .10 .IS .20 .2S .50 .5S .40 .4S .SO .SS ••0
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OllT4B7AI-4
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10
-.0' .00 .0' .10 .15 .20 .2' .30 .1I, .'0 ." ••0
D4T4 SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74C71 () MD4C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7AI-4























































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10
-.0' .00 .0' .10 .1' .20 .2' .30 .40 .4' .'0 .'S .10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF·ICOURATION DESCR IPTION
(~D74C71 () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CCOI COI1T4B7Al-4
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-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 • liD .1I5 .40 .45 .50 .55 .eo





MDAC 9-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (OI)T4B7AI-4




















SCALE O.OOeO I SCALE
MACH 1.51 PAGE 562


































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
-.to -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?) 0 'MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE IT-C~) (ot )'T4B7AI-4
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COMPARISON OF THE LONG. CHAR. OF COllT4B7Al-4 AND COllT4B7Al-5 AT BETA = 0







FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-S.4
-.IS -.SO -.OS .00 .OS ,so .SS .20 .25 .30 .1Is .4S ,sa ,S' .eO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICO?4C?) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1.4. 8 ••
.,
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 -.1I
-.7
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CDT4CT) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (OlIT4B7Al-4























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-t ••
-t.4 •• .., •• .5 .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.5 -..
O~T~ SET,SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICO?4C?1 () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI IOlIT4B?Al-4
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-.'1'-..-.5-.4-.2-.1.0.1.2.3

































DATA SET SY.MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4C?1 0 MDAC S-ZZZ COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OIIT4B7AI-4
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•





























-1.4. e .? .e .s .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4 -.s -.e





MD4C S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4S?AI-4
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-."-..-.S-.4-.3-.2-.1.0.2.3

































DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lC07"'CY~ 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) COllT4B7AI-4
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. • • • rT--r
I,
.

























-1.4. 8 .., .e .5 .4 .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.5 -.4 -.5 -.e
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074C7) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B.,AI-4
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. . , , . r-r-r-r-




~ I.; ~ - "-J0
~ OJ "-J -~"-J ~- - ..... - ~ "-J --"-J - ~
A. .. ~ A A A A A I .. A A A .. .A A A ~caA A A A ..
- ---
~ ... --e:s- - ....---































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 e e 10 S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFt~URATtON DESCRIPTtON
(RD74C91' 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (0I)T4B7AI-4
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'- ........ ~ .... -
,..,-.. -'"" ..................
.... 1::
lOJ .... .............. ~ ......
~ "J .... ....
-
...........
- A A A . A A JI. • 1\ A • A" A
fA
A A A A • • - r-





- 8 - 8
- " - 2
a 2
"
8 8 so S2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
I R01'4C9I 0
I T01'4E& I n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 COHPOO ITE IT-CGl 101) T4B.,AI-4
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C~MPARISDN DF THE LAT-OIR. CHAR. DF (~llT4B7Al-4 AND (DIlT4B7Al-5 AT BETA = 6
Sl!to8•42a24









L"'\,..,.... ,.. 0.~,..,....,... I-. ,... ,.,.. ,..- --~ ~~
,... ".... .... ~ .... ~ .... - .... ....
-
--..;:T~
~ .... I~lA A...J. .A A A J\ A A A A~ A.AA A A ~A A A --A A A . A A A ~ - --A
---~~ ~






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IR074C9) () MDAC 5-222 CQMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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. . • • • ~rl
~-,.. ~-- .... --'""~
---
-~-- .... ~-
~~ -~,.. ,.. o;J ....-.;;. .... --
-- -- ....
~~ .....~ .... - a II. II. II. II. 1IA..
-
- -
a A A a a~
A A A








- e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOl.
lRD74C91 0
I TD74ElI I rs
CONFrCURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CCI 101IT4B?A1-4
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1:'1,... -",..;. ,... -I~
-"









A A A 1 A A A A A A
- -




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74C9l () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT4B?AI-4
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I
-..





~ '" ~ ..--
-~~- .,,",,~~ .J~ ~ ~
---
""-.,,'" ~"''' '" '" A io.- A A A A '": A A A A A " "..

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC $-222 COI4POSITECT-CG) COl)T4B7AI-4
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. . . . ~,
lUI. A A A
C'b. ~- ~ A~ A A A A AA.A
'"
-,:. ~L" ~ ~ r0- n - ,::; ~ ,.,. ~ ,....~ 7:'1 .A
... ~- ~~ ... ... ........... o;:;T .... _I'
"
~I;l ... ~ -
--




C~MPARISON OF THE LAT-DIR. CHAR. DF C01JT4B7Al-4 AND CD1JT4B7Al-S AT BETA = 6
•••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - . - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION OESCRIPTION
(RD,...C9) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE<T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-4
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rA--A_A A .. A A fA .. A A



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-·~~t2
-to - II - II - 4 - It Q 2 II II to II!
DATA SET SYMBOL ~ CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RO?CC91 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (OtIT4B7AI-4
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. .
~~~...6. A A IA A A A A A
~
'" - ~ A.A A A Ii.. _A. A A A A..
--,.. ,..- A A & A A A A .A

























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-iO
- I -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 I iO i2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4C9:' 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOSlTEIT-CG' 101IT4B?A1-4
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szsoe•42a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-so

















A~.... I.... ~~ li;l IoJ
---
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74C9l () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I011T4B7A1-4
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. . . . . .
AA~ A A A
A
...... -




-- - - --
r-- ___
,- ---- --- ~----~ -- k,...._,....~-~















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - I - . - 4 - 2 a 4 • I 10 12
DATA SET,~YMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD?4C91" CJ MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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A A A A A A A A A A IA A A ..I'" ..... A .. .. A .. .. f\ A A A IAA......... A A A.........
....... ~":::;:... I...........
- -- ,..- -
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.50





MDAC S-222 CONPOSIT£(T-CGI (OtIT4B7At-4


























..... ,..., A A..A A A A A 1\ A A 1\ A A A A
-
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----- I"'" -~~ "", - ,...












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 10 II!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74C9) () MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~) (01)T4B7AI-4
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
o~T~ SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR~TION DESCRIPTION
IRo?4C91 () MDAC 5-222 COMPOStTE(T-CGI (OlIT4B7Al-4
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~ ,..,. ... -~ - -- .... ..... A ~
...... - .... ,.. ....
A I---.
- -
~ ,... ,.... ,...
---
~
- -...- 1;;1 0- -L;;T ....
,
,








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 '2
DATA SET SYMB~ CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74C9) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) 1011T4B7AI-4

























~ .. .. ..
"""" .... .A A A A A A A ..
.. A A





- -.......... I.J~ '-' ..... ,... 1- - -- ....~











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to - 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • 8 to 12
D4TA SET ~YMBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION
I ~D74C91 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE CT-CGI (01) T4B7AI-4
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1210e•42o- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-10
. . . . . .
,
,
1\ A A /\ A /\ 'A 1\ /\ A 11./\1\ /\ A A A /\ A
1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ A 1\ I\A
1\/\
-
..... ". :;;;: c.-~~ .....L2:1' ... .... .... -~ ..... ........... ,.,. "' .......... ..... - ~
-
,....... ........













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
IRD.,4C91 0 MDAC S-222 C6MPOSITElT-C~1 IOlIT4B.,Al-4
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. . r---r-- r-r-r-T--
A A A A A A
A A











~ ..... .................... .......... ..... ...............
oJ .......... .....
---
~ ~ ............... .......... ..... - .................... .....
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• 10







































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • II 10 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IR074C91 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B741-4
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-10 - II -. - 4 - 2 a 2 • II 10 12
DATA SET·~YMBOL CONF1GURAT1ON OESCR1PT1ON
CTD?4Cal () MOAC S-222 COMPOS1TEIT-CGI 101'T4B7Al-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- II - II - 4 - 2 o 2 II II 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?4C8) 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (otIT4B?At-4





















MACH .90 PAGE 590
C~MPARIS~N ~F THE LAT-DIR. CHAR.~F (~1)T487Al-4 AND (~1)T487Al-5 AT ALPHA = 0
1210e•
4 2 Q 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- e-10









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~RATION DESCRIPTION
I TD?~C8 I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS tTE CT-CGI (01) T4B?Al-4
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\\











































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • a 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(T074C81 () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT487AI-4
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COMPARISON OF THE LAT-DIR. CHAR. OF (OllT487Al-4 AND (OllT487Al-5 AT ALPHA = 0
o. o o • . . ,
o. r--"'-----iI----4----+----4-----4-----+----I-----J----+----+----+------j
-.4 ~--__If-----f----+----+----+----t----+----+----+----+----.f----~
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- a -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
I 1'O,.4C8 ) 0 MOAC S-222 C()MPOS ITE (T-CGI (01) T4B7A1-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.4
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • 10 n
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ITO?4C8) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) 1011T4B7AI-4
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRlPTION
I TD?4C81 0 MDAC 5-222 CQMPOSlTEIT-CG) (01) T4B7Al-4
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1.11to••42o- 2- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-to























































MOAC S-222 CCMPOSITECT-CG) (Ol)T~B7Al-~





















MACH .90 PAGE 596
.110••42a- 2- 4SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.-.-so




















































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION'OESCRIPTION
CTO""C81 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITElT-CGI (OtlT4B7AI-4






































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.25
-.lta
-I. -10 - 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 I.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD7eC81 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~l (OIITeB?AI-4




































COMPARISON OF THE LAT-OIR. CHAR. OF COIJT4B7Al-4 AND C01JT4B7Al-S AT ALPHA = a
•••
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10' la
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?C81 () MDAC s-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (OI)T4B7AI-4




















SCALE O. 0080 SCAI.E








C~MPARIS~N ~F THE LAT-DIR. CHAR. ~F (~1)T4B7Al-4 AND (~1)T4B7Al-5 AT ALPHA = 0
•••
.'0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-10 - a - e - 4 - 2 o 2 4 e 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOl..
I TD74Ce I 0
CRD74E51 n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC 5-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI I011T4B7Al-4
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I.10••4a- 2- 4



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?CS) () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-C~1 IOIIT.B7AI-4





















MACH .58 PAGE 601
















































- e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • e so II!





"CAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT4B7A,-4










































































- e - 'I - 4 - 2 o 4 e 10 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD1'4C81 0 "DAC S-222 C04POS ITE IT-CGI (01 I T4B7AI-4
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. . -.



















































- e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • e to tl!
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPt~URATION DESCRIPTION
CTO?4C81 () MOAC S-222 COHPosnECT-CC>l IOllT4B?AI-4
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12108•42o- 2- 4-.- 8-10
















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA 'SET SYMBOL CONYI~RATION DESCRIPTION
(TD?4CS) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (OIIT4B7AI-4






































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. SETA. DEGREES
-to





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OlIT4B7Al-4
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Sl!soa•42o- 2- 4






A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 110. A










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(TD74C8) n MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CG) COOT4B.,41-4
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. ---r-r-.'''''- . ,...,-, ,
\
I
A. AA A A A A A A IA A 1\ A A A A .
'ZlIi' ..-. ,.. ~ ~~
-








































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
.100
-.os





MD4C S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~I (01IT4B7J11-4

























A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A .,
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... rOJ OJ ' ..
'OJ_OJ --OJ
---
















































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I TD?4C8) 0 "DAC 5-222 COI'4POsITE IT-CG) (01) T4B7A1-4





























aA A A A A IA A A A A A A A A .. A A A A A AlA
-
---- --- -- - -- ---
-
-
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEcT-CG) cOl)T4B7AI-4





















MACH 1. 51 PAGE 610
tit10.8•4Ito- It- 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
-.- I-10





&" A I" A
"
II
" A '" " 'A A A A IA A A 1\ A A A A
- -- ---- -- -- --
,.... ,..~ ~~~ 1- ~ ~,. ~ ~ ......~ ........... ......
- ... - t-J ... - 1- ......... ............ I"-"







































DArA SET SYM8~ CON.I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(TD74CSI () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-C~I (011T487AI-4



























aA A A A A A A A A A A A A IA A A A A A A A
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- e -. - 4 - 2 o 4 • e 10





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-4





















MACH 4.47 PAGE 612
t2toa•42o- 2- 4-.-.-to












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCO?4E4I' () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COtIT4B7At-5
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- 8 - e - 4 - 2 a 2 4 e 8 10 12





"MOIlC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI (01)T4B7Al-5































EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIlT4B7Al-5






























04T4 SET SYMBOl CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
ICO?4E41 () MD4C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI C01IT4B7AI-5
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 • • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL
lCO?4E41 0
I CO?4E8 1 n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 101IT4B7"1-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - e -. - 4 - 2 a .. 4 • II 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CO'l'4E4) 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01.)T4B'I'AI-5






































































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10 II!





MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-5

























AA IAOJ~~~ ,.. ,.... k,.._,.... 1,....- ,....,... I,....,....,.... _A);"~ JtI~ Jr'" --,....
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.01
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 se
DATA SET 5Y~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74E41 0 ~DAC 5-222 COMPOSITElT-CG) (OI)T4B7Al-1
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-10 - I -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • I 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74E~1 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7AI-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.0~12
-10 - e -. - 4 - II! o II! 4 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
I CD?E. I () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI lOI)T4B741-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.00
-12 -10 - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT467AI-5
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A A A A A A A...... ...... A A A .
t-" ...... A A A
A A J\~
A A A~ ~. ~ A
...... -




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-so - I - I - 4 - It o 2 4 I I so S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFr~RATrON DESCRrPTrON
ICD74E4) () MDAC 5-222 COHPOSrTEIT-CG) (01)T4B7A1-'
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S2so8•42a- 2- 4-.- 8-so































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"B~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD74E4) () "DAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7A1-'
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.OS
-12 -10 - 8 - I - 4 - 2 a It 4 • 8 10 la
DATA SET SYMBOl CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74E4): () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) IOI)T4B7Al-S

























M.. ~,..- - :- ,...,.. ,...,... ,..... -,..
.... ~ ~A~~ ;:- 'A:..A_II ~A -,..,.. ,... ,...~ -,...!'-"
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- A~ ~'lr"A ,...
= A A 'I;' I ..... Ii. }f; It -r~
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S2so8•42a- 2- 4-.- 8-so













































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7'A1-'








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE<T-CGI <01IT4B7AI-5





































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.DD
-.DS
-S2 -SD - a -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 SD S2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICO?4E41 [) MDAC S-222 COMPosITEIT-CGI 101IT487Al-'
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - IS - IS - 4 - e o 15 IS 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
ICOl'4E41 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OIIT4Bl'AI-5
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIJT4B7Al-S
.'PO • •







































...04C S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-5
"'OAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CG) (01)T4B7AI-5
AA ~ _
t-----+----+----+----+---+---+----+----+----+-.--_._,.. _. -
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to -. -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • • to t2
OATA SET SYMBOL- CONFI~URATION .DESCRIPTION
(CO?4E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~l (OtIT4B7AI-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - e - 4 - 2 o 2 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI <OIIT4B?At-5
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12108•42o- 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4-.-.-10



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEsCRIPTION
ICD?4E41' () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B?Al-5
























EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OlJT4B7Al-5
10842o.. 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4- a- 8-10





























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICO.,4£41 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01IT4B7AI-5
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108•a- 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 4-.- 8-10



















































REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD'P4E41 f.) MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CG) (01IT4B7Al-,
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'lQ"' 1CI 1CI "'".~-~I-D
,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
~.8





MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~I (OlIT4B7AI-5
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-t.4 .L• ..4-J.........L.J.?~..................e:-'-..4-J~•..a.:':-'-~-'-.-'::4:-'-...........L..."=3..4-J~..4-J.=2~...L.~.1;-'- ..............~0~.......-'_'-.':'1................._-'.2:-'-...L-JL..._.....~3:-'-........-_L...•.L4....L..~-'_'-.l.,.........L....L....._-.LI..4-J......._...... J7
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.ClM
DATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CDT4E41 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOStTE<T-CGI (011T4B7AI-5
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"lOAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-C~' (01)T4B?AI-5
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-t.4. e .1 .S .4 .S .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.4
-.' -.11
DATA SET ST"8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CO?4E41 0 MDAC S·-222 CONPOSITEtT-CGI (01)T487AI-'
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-.a-.S-.4-.S-.2-.1.0.1.2.S
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.4.S••






































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (OlIT4B7Al-5




























































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-1. 4 ••
•• .s .4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.s -.e -.7
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
<CD74E41 0 MDAC 5-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOllT4B7AI-5


























































.e .S .4 .2 .S .0 -.S -.2 -.3 -.4
-.' -.a -.?
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lC074E41 () MOAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) 101)T487AI-5








































EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OlJT4B7Al-5l.a
-10
- II - . - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICDl'.E4) 0 ~DAC S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MOIIC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI I01IT4B?A1-5
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...--- --,-r-r---









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-10


























DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4E41 () ~DAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI (OIIT4B7AI-5




























































-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 D 2 4 • 8 to 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4E41 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI I01IT4B7A1-'
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tt10••"
a4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
•-.-10




































DATA SET S¥MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD?4E.) i.. () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T4B7AI-5
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12





MDAC S-222 COI4POSITEcT-CGI COlIT4B?Al-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-10


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD?4E4) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITECT-CGI C011T4B?AI-5
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 8 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B7Al-5
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satoII•42a- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.
- II-10








~ I" LSU~ .....
-~~.K - ..... .....-
- -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ICD74E4) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI IOIIT4B7Al-,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- e-10



































04T4 SET SV~BOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
ICO?4E41 () ~DAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T497AI-5
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- 8 -. -4 -2 0 • 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
• 8 10 'e
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCD74E41' () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITE(T-CGI COlIT4B7At-5
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12108•42a- 2- 4-.- I-10








































MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI IOlIT4B7Al-5































































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-·'!b.D 0.1 D.l! 0.11 0.4 0.5 D•• D.? o.a 0.9 1.0 1.1 I.l! 1.11 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074E41 () MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01IT4B7AI-5
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGI <Oil T4B7Al-5






























































LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
o.t a•• 0.4 a.' 0 •• a.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 t.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC07.E.) () MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T497Al-'
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR





MOAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-C~) (OI)T4B7'AI-5
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LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
-.1~.0 0.1 D•• 0.1I 0.4 o.s 0.' 0 •., 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4E4 I', 0 MDAC S-222 COI4POS ITE (T-CGI (01 I T4B7A1-'
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0.1 0.2 o.s 0.4 0.' o.e 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 l.a





MD4C S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGI C01IT4B741-'
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FORE80DY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .50 .55 .40 .45 .50 .55 ••0
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IC074E41 () MOAC S-222 COHPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7A1-5
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-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .110
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4E41 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI COlIT4B?Al-5
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EFFEClS OF BlTA ON LONGIlUDINAL CHARACTERISlICS OF (Ol)l48'lAI-5

























-.10 -.05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55
.
.aO
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CCDT4E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl 1011T4B7AI-5
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.10
-.0' .00 .0' .10 .1' .20 .2' .30 .35 .40 .45 .'0 .'5 ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4E41 () MDAC S-222 COHPOSITECT-CGI COIIT4B7AI-5
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
-.SO -.05 .00 .05 .SO .SS .20 .2S .30 .40 .45
.'0 .n ••0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
<C074E4 I 0 MOAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01)T4B7A1"-'


















































FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF





MO"C S-222 COHPOSITEIT-CGI IOtIT4B7AI-5
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- 1 • 4 .~e"""""""'-'-.""op""""""'-L.."'.-'-"""'-I..."'s-L.""""""""••-I.."""""""'''.5:-'- ':-'- '="1 -L...L..I.0':-'- ....1.'=""1 -1.. ....1••':-'- ....1.5':-'- ~.L4 '-L -.L, _- ....I.wop
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CDl'CE4 I 0 MDAC S-222 CO!':pos ITE (T-CGI (01 I T4B?Al-'
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.4 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.4
-.' -.'
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
04T4 SET SYMBOL
IC074E41 0
I C074E6 1 z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI (01IT4B7AI-5
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM
.4.S••.?

























DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C074£4) 0 MCAe S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CG) (01) T4B7Al-5
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (OllT487Al-5
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MDAC 5-222 COMPOS IrE IT-CGI (01) T4B.,A1-'
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• 'P •• .S .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -01 -.2 -.3 -.4 -oS -0 • -.7
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CD?4E41 I.) MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI (01IT4B7Al-5
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-,-r rT-r-r-r- -, T T-'
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MDAC S-222 COMPOSITECT-CGl (01)T4B?AI-5
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,... I,... ,... ,... ,.... ,.,...,.... r. ,...-C\ ~ Cl l@,.., ,. ~ ,... ~
....... -~ ....- ~ .... = .... oJ
A A ~ .AAA A A A-A 'A..A A A A A 1 A A ~ A A 11\ ~M.A
"'oII::r ~ ~ - --er
.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- e - e - 4 - 2 o 2 e e 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74E4) () MDAC 5-222 COMPOSITE(T-C~) (01'T4B7AI-5
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~~= ...... - ..... ..... L.:J .... .... - .... 1° ......... .....
A A A
" " "
A.A A A A " A " "A .. " " " A " -
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 - 8 - .. - 2 o 2 .. 8 8 10 12





1010AC 5-222 COIo1POSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-5


















































.. A A ~A A A. lA. .. ~ .A A A A .. A IA A A A ~


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD74E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITE(T-CGI IOtlT4B7At-5
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& A A & A
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MOAe S-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CG) COl) T4B7AI-5
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1210••2o- 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-.-10
, ,- , , , , ... , ... ,.- r·
-,...
- - - -- -'"' -
~_L""\ _
...... ,..... b....L""i ,.....
--
h,......
l,J'- ~t...J~ I'-II;;;;I ~~ ~ -,..... ~ ~ ~ , ~
.. A .. ./. A.A A A A A I.. A .. A 1M.
A .. IA .. A A A A A A .. A .A A A - -
AA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
lRD,..E.) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) (01IT.B7AI-5
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~. r-t---r---r- --, ,--
~~~~ ~~-- '"' ~ ~ -'"'~ - - -'"'~- ,~ -- --- -~~ k,", _ '"' ......
-- - -
~
A A A A A A A A A A A A AA
A A A A A A A A A A A A AA
AA
-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.4
-so - e -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • e so 12
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R074E41 0 MDAC S-222 COHPOStTE<T-CG) (01lT4B7AI-5
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. . . . ,--
AA A A • A A
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to
- IS - IS - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 IS to t2
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I,RD7'4E41 0 ~DAC S-222 COMPOS ITE IT-CG) (01) T4B7A1-5
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EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIlT4B7Al-5
•••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.elS
-10 - e -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 • e 10 12
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC S-222 COMPOS ITE CT-CGI COl I T4B1A 1-5

























A A A A & A




... .... ........ - .... .... li;;l ....
"""
II"'\~ "... ~
0,; >.J - I-" ..... ......--0 ....~
.
••a
EFFECTS OF BETA ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COIJT4B7Al-S
•••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-ta - II - . - 4 - 2 a • II ta til!
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?",~4) 0 MDAC S-222 CONPOSITElT-C~) (0IlT4B7At-5
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. ~ .,. r-r- --"-T -- r ,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





MDAC S-222 CONPOSITEIT-CG) 101IT4B7Al-'
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- a-10




Il.t:t..~ II. II. ..
..
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4E4 I 0 MDAC 5-222 COMPOS ITE (T-CGI (01 I T4B7AI-'
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.'0
.t.
. J • • .. ---r-r--
AA A
A A A " A A A A A A A A A A A • A A A A A A ill.. A A A IJ\A
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.a~S2
-so - 8 - 8 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 8 8 so
DATA SET SYMBOL
IRD74E41 0
I TD74ES 1 z:s.
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
M04C S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CG) (01)T49741-5
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to8•42a- 2- 4-.- 8-to
, . , , T--r-" r-'f"'T'- r'



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATrON DEsCRrPTrON
(RD?4E4) () MDAC S-222 COMPOSrTE(T-CGI (011T4B7AI-5
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" " A -'" A A A A A
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A " A
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl..
(ROT4E4) 0
( TOT4Ee ) z:s
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MOAC 5-222 CONP<"JSITEIT-CGI (01IT4BTAI-5
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ttto8•42o- 2- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.- 8-to
. T--r- r',-r- -,--r-f"-- ..'-f" ---r·_··' .
"
.....
,...,... ~ .... ~,...,....
-
,. .t::lo..~ ,..... ~~
,
~ ,...~ ,. "-J- .... ~ .... '...... - I;;:;rnu
.L'\ ,.". .... =-
.... - .... "-J &,;;l 'I;;.l .... -
-
AAA. f;A
A A. .....--A A ..
~.A A A A A A ..&A A A A A A A -
-
•to






































DATA SE' SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD?4E4 I 0 MDAC S-222 COMPOS tTEIT-CGI (01) T4B7AI-5
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- 8 -. - 4 - 2 a 2 4 • 8 10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRD74E41 () MDAC S-222 COMPOSITEIT-CGI 1011T4B7AI-5
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